Powering the New Era of Blockchain
Enhanced Online Video
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jurisdictions.
This document does not constitute an offer or a solicitation to purchase securities, as that term is defined in the United
States under the Securities Act of 1933 (the “Securities Act” or “the Act”), or in any other jurisdiction. A definitive and
legally-binding offer to purchase or sell securities can only be made through a formal offering agreement (for Verasity, the
“Token Sale Terms and Conditions” agreement). Any decision to purchase tokens in connection with such prospective
offering should be made solely on the basis of the information contained in any then-provided offering agreement, which
should be carefully-reviewed and evaluated in consultation with the prospective purchaser's own legal, accounting,
investment, tax and any other applicable advisors, in view of the prospective purchaser's own circumstances. In any case,
this document does not constitute a purchase recommendation regarding any Tokens proposed or intended to be offered
or sold by the Foundation.
The White Paper is subject to continual review and revision by the core team and/or legal advisors of the Verasity
Foundation. This White Paper is not intended to be complete, and may be updated from time to time with no obligation by
the Verasity core team to inform you of any changes. This White Paper shall not be legally binding or enforceable by any
recipient against the Verasity Foundation or any of its agents or affiliates.
All statements, estimates and financial information contained in the White Paper, made in any press releases or in any
place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by Token Generator and which are not statements of
historical fact constitute “forward-looking statements”. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown
risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause actual events or results, performance or achievements to differ
materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.
Persons to whom a copy of the White Paper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise
have the White Paper in their possession may not circulate it to any other persons, or reproduce or otherwise distribute the
White Paper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever, nor permit or cause the same to occur. In any
case, neither this White Paper nor any part of it may be further-disseminated without this note, along with all other legal
disclaimers and disclosures herein, included in accompaniment.
With the exception of Accredited Investors who have been verified pursuant to Rule 506(c) of Regulation D of the United
States Securities Act, the Foundation will not accept token purchase offers from any U.S. person (within the meaning of
Regulation S under the Securities Act). No registration statement has been filed with the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or any U.S. state securities authority with respect to sales of the Tokens. None of the
Tokens sold or to be sold by the Foundation have been or will be registered under the Act. Except as explicitly noted in the
Token Sale Terms and Conditions, no Tokens sold by the Foundation may be offered, sold, transferred, assigned or
delivered, directly or indirectly, in the United States of America, its territories and possessions, any state of the United
States of America or the District of Columbia (the “U.S.”), or to any U.S. Person.
BY RETAINING THIS DOCUMENT AND/OR ACTING IN RELIANCE UPON THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN, YOU
ACKNOWLEDGE, CONSENT AND AGREE TO THE FOREGOING TERMS, ALONG WITH THE TERMS CONTAINED IN THE
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SECTION ENTITLED “FULL RISKS AND LEGAL DISCLOSURES.”
To see the full legal terms and conditions for Verasity Foundation and Token Sale participation please visit v erasity.io/legal

The Internet Economy Needs New Incentives
Online video is the fastest growing medium. It is set to account for 82% of all consumer Internet traffic by
20211 and the market is worth $312 billion2. Yet the online video business model is fundamentally challenged.
With the advent of online video platforms, both video creation and consumption are more accessible than ever
before. This has led to a significant increase in content production and consumption as audiences shift online
for digital entertainment. However, under current advertising models, companies like Facebook and Google
stand out as the winners generating $191.8 billion3 of net advertising revenue between them in 2017 by
controlling the distribution of content and the sale of advertising.
Online video platforms provide video tools for Broadcasters, Creators and Publishers but are expensive to
operate, monetize on outdated models and increase publishers’ risk for failure. Most publishers have turned to
YouTube and Facebook to monetize their content which is insufficient to support their business models.
Audiences have fast turned into a commodity. Their personal data is sold to corporations for more targeted
advertising, while creators and publishers receive a percentage of revenue after the platform and
intermediaries take a significant share of the advertising revenue. In recent years, content creators and online
publishers have been very vocal on these issues, as the limited revenue they are generating means they are
unable to re-invest into content and, therefore they struggle to maintain their channels.
With these monopolies controlling the majority of online content, they continue to turn the screw to increase
margins, change algorithms that demonetize creators and decide what content is monetizable. Any competitor
who sets out to challenge this status quo and gains audience attention is quickly acquired and controlled,
threatening future consumer options online.
The mass adoption of ‘ad-block’ technology demonstrates the viewers frustration with the current model.
Creators and publishers with strong, loyal audiences are exploring new platforms to sell subscriptions for
their content, where users are happy to pay for an ad free experience, which is often an expensive route for
all.
Without disruptive change, we are witnessing a race to the bottom caused by conflicting priorities
between Creators, Advertisers and their current platforms.

1
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/complete-white-paper-c11-4813
60.html#_Toc484813971
2
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/complete-white-paper-c11-4813
60.html#_Toc484813971
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https://www.recode.net/2017/7/24/16020330/google-digital-mobile-ad-revenue-world-leader-facebook-growth
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The Verasity Protocol – A New Economy For Video Publishing
Verasity plans to change all this by building a new infrastructure for video delivery, enabling rewards, loyalty
and transactions through a token economy backed by trust by storing view analytics and verification on the
Blockchain. The Verasity project has identified 5 key elements required for a thriving video economy:
Rewarded Video and Loyalty Building - GenesisPlayer
A rewards-based video player that enables marketers to distribute promotional videos and rewards users for
their attention. With a cryptocurrency wallet built into the video player and accessible by embedding the player
anywhere, it is simple to sign up and use for users. It is also valuable for publishers to build loyalty and
community through rewards.
GenesisPlayer is a Rewarded Video Player built on Verasity’s protocol. It offers the world’s first Rewarded Video
and is already in the market with over 100,000 user accounts and 20 performance marketers using the
platform. As of November 2018, there is over $400k of cryptocurrency available to earn through watching
promotional videos on GenesisPlayer. Learn more at: genesisplayer.com
In Player Commerce Using Micropayments - VeraPlayer
Verasity’s Commerce based video player handles real time transactions between creators and viewers or
marketers and viewers. The Rewarded Video Player will be available for video broadcasters, publishers and
creators to manage their online video distribution while adopting new monetisation models for their
businesses. The protocol enables the publisher to charge for their content in real-time using VRA
cryptocurrency and obviates the need for intermediaries. Publishers can set donations, microtransactions
using CPV or subscriptions. Users can easily transact with the friendly wallet UI built into the player and can buy
VRA from multiple places.
On Chain Viewing Analytics and Verification – Proof of View™
Verasity has developed a patent pending “Proof of View” system, enabled through blockchain technology, to
provide accurate, secure and auditable audience metrics available to all. No more fake views, bots and ad
fraud. The US patent application numbers 16/023,354 and 62/660,167
Highest Quality Video Delivery
Verasity’s HTML5 1080HD video player technology has been built to handle vast scale of global audiences at
the highest quality. By partnering with the world’s leading CDN, Akamai, we have the highest service level
agreements enabling video experience to be on par with the largest technology platforms.
Online Video Sharing Platform – Verasity.com
Verasity disrupts the commercial dynamic of the traditional media ecosystem by making Viewers the center of
all content transactions and making the transaction direct between the Viewer and other participants in the
ecosystem such as Content Creators and Advertisers using the VeraPlayer technology.
Using blockchain technology, the platform facilitates direct and transparent value exchange between video
viewers, content publishers, marketers and creators. As a Foundation, revenues are retained within the
economy and for platform operating costs. Verasity puts the power back into the hands of the users and
content providers, creating a better ecosystem for all.
The Verasity protocol aims to power the future of digital entertainment. It will be adopted by Content
Publishers, Creators and Advertisers as a replacement for traditional content monetization channels.
Verasity will challenge the hegemony of the tech giants who are rapidly becoming digital cartels
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Introduction – Designing a New Video Economy
Verasity is developing next-generation video player technology. This infrastructure will enable Broadcasters,
Creators and Publishers new and effective models for monetisation while improving the experience of
watching video online.
There are many existing challenges identified with the online video space today. Verasity’s team of media,
technology and blockchain experts are building a new model where Creators and Viewers transact directly on
the Blockchain, removing the need for intermediaries. The Verasity Player and online video platform is fully
functional and can be seen at: verasity.io This includes the Verasity Player Wallet prototype.
The “VRA” token is a new medium of exchange and reward for video creation, sharing and viewing across the
Verasity community. Anyone watching videos can earn VRA currency. If they choose to watch adverts or share
the videos with their network, they will then receive further rewards in VRA. The platform gives Creators and
Publishers a variety of monetization solutions to choose from. Verasity’s mission is to help them generate
more value from their content. All transactions of the VRA token will be tracked and stored on the Blockchain.
To ensure transparency and integrity for the whole video distribution economy, Verasity are developing a
proprietary “Proof of View” technology. Every video view will be securely tracked and stored on the
Blockchain. This provides the security, flexibility and scale to support a flourishing new environment for
Content Publishers, Advertisers and Viewers.
The project vision is for the Verasity Protocol to also be adopted across the wider web and the player
technology embedded by thousands of publishers and streaming video across billions of devices. The
technology is being built to be integrated throughout the current media landscape and technology stacks. This
will help bring cryptocurrency to the masses and to make VRA the cryptocurrency of choice to power the future
of online video.
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Problems in the Current Video Market
The estimated total addressable market for online video is $
 312 billion. Two of the largest video platforms
generate over 1.1 billion hours of video watched per day45 yet fail to effectively balance the conflicting
interests between different stakeholders including Viewers, Creators, Advertisers and their own
Shareholders.
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube force users to watch ads to generate revenues for the platforms. Users
have concerns regarding the use of their personal data.
Platform businesses need to generate revenue and profits to pay for the technical infrastructure, operating
expenses, the many advertiser intermediaries, and a share to the Creator. The share paid to the creator has
been reported to be as low as $0.30 on the dollar.6
All this data is centrally stored so there is no way a Creator or Publisher can actually prove what their share
was, and they often need to wait 60 days for before they receive their payment. Platforms can often change
policy, or tweak an algorithm, which can result in loss of revenues for the creator, who has no voice to
complain.
In a race to replace lost revenues, Creators create a higher volume of content. This creates a total oversupply
of content commonly known as “content shock 7”. This means there are more videos on the platform than is
humanly possible to watch, and there are insufficient ad revenues to satisfy all Creators. Now the platforms
have an abundance of low-quality content which they need to pay to store and host, increasing operating
costs.
While this approach does produce a massive library of content, only Creators who generate extremely large
audiences generate high levels of revenue. High quality but niche content, which can be extremely valuable to
its audience, is significantly disadvantaged as income is largely dependent on maximizing views. Creators and
Publishers have become commodity content suppliers amongst vast undifferentiated content in a social
media news feed. As a result, Content Creators and Publishers are increasingly being pressured to pay for
viewer attention, thereby further increasing the control the largest platforms have within digital media.
Some creators may try to game the platform by using bots to create fake views and increase through the
rankings, creating an unfair marketplace.
Advertisers only want to advertise against brand safe content and real users. As their revenues are key to the
platform, they call the shots and enforce policy changes that negatively affect the creators. With an infestation
of bots and fake views, Advertisers complain and reduce their price. Both net result in lower share to the
creator.
Creators may have had enough and migrate their content to transaction-based platforms. However,
payments on traditional websites are not currently designed for microtransactions, they are clunky and
inflexible.
Creators rely on a solid fan base and must trust that they get their fair share after the expensive fees they pay
to each platform. These complex paywalls also act as a barrier to entry stifling Creators from growing their
fanbase. Creators are unable to quit their day job and do not have enough time to make great content as they
struggle to raise funding. They have a cash flow problem because the value is being locked up in their content.
4

https://www.recode.net/2016/1/27/11589140/facebook-says-video-is-huge-100-million-hours-per-day-huge
https://www.youtube.com/yt/about/press/
6
https://mediatel.co.uk/newsline/2017/03/28/the-guardian-is-preparing-to-sue-adtech-firm-rubicon-project/
7
https://www.riverbedmarketing.com/what-is-content-shock-and-what-it-means-for-your-business/
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Publishers or Creators looking to use an enterprise video solution to host on their own site will have to invest
massive upfront fees and cover expensive bandwidth, storage and player fees. This is often enough to prevent
large publishers wanting to push video, as it costs more to serve than the income made on ad revenue.

The top three platforms form a quasi-monopoly8 controlling
over half of all digital ad revenue. All three have
recently entered content production and they are centrally investing a fortune. This competes directly with
Creators and Publishers. If any new platform starts building large audiences, they are quickly acquired. This
seriously affects the future of consumer choice.

And here lies the problem. Centralized platforms start off with the best intention to support the user base.
Then over time the user base reaches mass scale and the platform serves its shareholders over its
community.9

8

http://fortune.com/2017/07/28/google-facebook-digital-advertising/

9

https://medium.com/@cdixon/why-decentralization-matters-5e3f79f7638e
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New Incentives for the Internet Economy
Verasity is designed to enable the online video economy and ecosystem, as a whole, by restructuring the
relationships between Content Creators, Advertisers and Consumers. This is contrary to existing video sharing
platforms that try to facilitate a legacy ecosystem with many layers of middlemen and vendors between the
ecosystem participants.
Verasity will fundamentally change the existing dynamic of how content is valued to be driven directly by
consumer engagement. In legacy advertising driven media economies, the value is assigned to audience
demographic and size, not the content itself. This abstraction layer skews the content value to high volume
engagements benefiting the Advertiser, rather than high quality engagements benefiting the Consumer and
Content Creator.
Verasity adheres to the following fundamental principles:
1. Providing trust, transparency and integrity to the video delivery ecosystem.
2. Viewers should be able to access and view high-quality video across multiple devices and
operating systems anywhere on the globe without buffering, latency or playback issues.
3. Viewers should have the opportunity to sell their time-based attention to the highest bidder but not
be required to do so in order to engage with content.
4. Viewers should be able to decide if they wish to receive targeted advertising and if their
demographic information can be used for targeting.
5. Publishers should be able to easily upload, share, monetize and retain control of the distribution of
their content.
6. The platform should optimize for high quality consumer experiences, while minimizing the cost of
distribution thereby creating more margin for Content Creators, and more affordable media for
Consumers.
7. There should be multiple monetization methods to best suit each perspective participant within the
ecosystem where payments are processed and received in near real time.
8. All value exchange should stay within the economy and ecosystem supporting both growth and
innovation as well as ensuring that all participants are fairly compensated for their contributions

Value Flow in Video Platforms Today

Verasity Value Flow
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Product and Technology
The technology behind Verasity features an end-to-end suite of products and systems that provide
Broadcasters, Publishers, Content Creators, Marketers, Advertisers and Consumers the tools needed to
access, engage and thrive.
The video player infrastructure is optimized for providing high quality video experiences, at scale. Verasity’s
video infrastructure utilizes several novel technologies for enabling the seamless commercial ecosystem,
combined with the latest Internet protocol performance standards like QUIC (Quick UDP Internet Connections).
This is an innovative use of secure Transport Layer Security (TLS) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) reducing
buffering and increasing video resolution for viewers.
Viewers can access content from a variety of modern browsers without having to install any additional
plug-ins or player software. The video player technology has already been proven to work at scale, powering
over 8 Petabytes of video traffic per month.
The technology features developed today include:
○ HTML5 Video Player Can run with or without Google IMA SDK
○

Built-in player crypto wallet

○

1080p / 60 frames per second full HD ready

○

Embed technology making it available across any website

○

Lightweight and adaptive for mobile screens

○

Back end database structure

○

Built-in notifications system

○

Third Party Publisher widgets

○

Recommended video library for rewarded videos

○

Referral system and social sharing features

○

Proof of View: Scans for fake views and ensures the integrity of the engagement metrics

Technology to be developed over the next 9 months include:
○

Launch of Verasity.com

○

Self-serve dashboards

○

Realtime distribution and blockchain lookup

○

On chain in player wallet

○

Proof of View – Stores verification data onto the Blockchain

○

Smart Contracts – Generating tokens specifically designed for creators, broadcasters and
publishers to run their own incentivized economy on the Verasity protocol.

○

Peer to peer transactions within the player – VeraPlayer

○

Fully configurable, customizable and API enabled

○

Content management and analytics

○

Recommendation surfacing engine

○

Content moderation tools

○

Publish onto Apps and other Devices

○

Content recommendation engine

○

Advanced CMS

○

Analytics tools
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○

Third party database integrations

CDN and Server Infrastructure
Verasity utilizes a custom-built online video platform which partners with Akamai, a leading global CDN
network.
“Verasity is a white label version of an online video platform utilizing Akamai's CDN network as well as
key technologies of Akamai. As an Akamai network partner, the white label solution utilizes Akamai's
“media acceleration efficiency (MAE)” solution which has scaled on this white label online video
platform to over 8PB data per month.” - Joshua Frost Niven, Akamai
Using a CDN guarantees high playback quality, with low buffering, on a global scale also enables all content to
be securely hosted, stored and managed on Verasity servers. Reliable video delivery using a scaled and trusted
network such as Akamai guarantees superior user playback experience which is critical for mass adoption. If
Viewers experience delayed video starts, low quality streams and long buffering times, they will not adopt a
new platform, nor will they happily pay for content, meaning that platform could never scale.
Although Verasity partners with Akamai, Verasity does not rely on Akamai technology and could switch CDN
vendors on short notice.

Market Traction – GenesisPlayer
In August 2018, GenesisPlayer was launched in beta and is the first application built on the Verasity Protocol.
GenesisPlayer is the world’s first Rewarded Video Player that rewards users in tokens for their attention. Since
launch cryptocurrency projects have been fast to adopt the platform to build their communities, reach the
crypto enthusiasts and use the video player to airdrop their tokens. To date, over $400k of cryptocurrency is
available on the platform with over 15 projects promoting their video content.
Exchanges and blockchain publishers have been quick to adopt the tool to engage communities and build
awareness. The content library consists of 2,000 blockchain project videos and through a simple line of code,
GenesisPlayer can be called to play this relevant content anywhere across the web. Also, performance
marketers can buy VRA and use the platform for targeted video marketing to capture valuable sales leads and
new customers and reach our growing user base.
By already amassing over 100,000 active users on the network, we are driving the usage for VRA, promoting
activity on the Verasity network and helping to get cryptocurrency to the masses. The in-market technology and
current use case has helped drive significant value for the Verasity Protocol. Content hosted on the
GenesisPlayer network is also syndicated on Cryptonow.tv which is growing in traffic daily.

Market Traction – The Verasity Protocol
As the promise of blockchain technology grows, the traditional media industry is very interested in discovering
how the technology can enhance their online publishing business. This has led to the Verasity management
team consulting with numerous household media brands exploring how they can build community, loyalty and
add incentives using Tokenomics. With the ever increasing need to be able to compete for eyeballs against
Google and Facebook, these media companies are open for innovative and disruptive solutions and excited to
learn what Verasity is building.
As a result, Verasity is starting a program to educate, consult and support such organizations. This will help the
verasity infrastructure to be adopted by existing large online communities and increase the scale to Verasity.
10

More news from the program and partners will be announced in coming months.

A New Type of Video Sharing Platform – Verasity.com
While the VeraPlayer will be able to be embedded across any domain, there will be a main destination for
Viewers and Creators to interact, publish content and share and watch video. Our team have vast experience
building and launching successful video websites and amassing millions of viewers.
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Content Management System (CMS)
The Verasity CMS will be easy to use for users of the network to publish and manage their videos. This
includes both an online and desktop-based upload and management suite that enables Creators of all sizes to
effectively run their content libraries.
With multiple monetization options, the protocol enables multiple types of content to thrive, from niche
technical videos through to feature films. The Verasity CMS was designed to cater to the individual. We
recognize that every Viewer, Content Creator, and audience is different and therefore bring together multiple
monetization methods which allows Creators to monetize their content in a way that makes sense for their
audience.

Surfacing and Promoting Content
Surfacing content is a critical component of maintaining a healthy video economy and ecosystem. Viewers
need to be able to quickly and easily find content they will enjoy and engage with. Creators need their content
surfaced to grow their audience and channel.
Verasity benefits from additional data points compared to current platforms when evaluating how to rank
content, specifically additional data on how Viewers value the content through transaction data.
Alongside the data on user valuation of content, traditional metrics such as views over time, keywords,
likes/dislikes, comments and machine learning in content recommendation will be used to optimally surface
content within searches and directories. Combined with Verasity’s Proof of View system, all participants
within the ecosystem can independently audit and verify the legitimacy of many of the data points used in
content promotion. This ensures credibility and accountability of all participants within the system and
minimizes risk of manipulation of content recommendation / surfacing.
In addition to organic surfacing of content, Verasity will provide Creators and Publishers with a direct interface
to promote their content on the platform for VRA. These promotional spots will be an optional feature to
enable Content Creators to market themselves on the platform. To maintain a high-quality user experience,
only a limited number of promoted videos will appear in any search, directory or recommendation system at a
time.

Content Moderation
Verasity is fundamentally changing the dynamic of the relationships in the content ecosystem. In traditional
media ecosystems the Advertisers have a heavy hand in the content moderation policy. That is not the case in
the Verasity ecosystem since advertising is directly associated with the Viewer’s time and disassociated with
the Viewers’ content. This removes many of the issues with traditional models where content or advertising
appears to be “censored” due to a complex moderation policy. Verasity is then able to focus on the consumer
experience first, getting the right content to the right Consumer.
Content Moderation is a very sensitive topic for any video ecosystem, and requires a balance of consumer
protection, legal, and economic consideration. When evaluating the degree of moderation and the rules
regarding what content can be uploaded to the platform, Verasity’s goal is to protect the economy, ecosystem
and community as a whole while minimising the amount of moderation.

Moderation throughout the ecosystem will be initially undertaken by a team of Verasity administrators, with
users able to report issues with content. Over time, we will gradually involve the community in the moderation
12

process to effectively scale the platform, maintain an impartial perspective, and allow the economy and
ecosystem to become more self-sufficient. This will include rewards for users who accurately report content
and the creation of User Moderators in the future.
Verasity content moderation rules will include:
1. Must be legal in the geographies it can be viewed in
2. Cannot encourage or incite violence or hate speech
3. Cannot contain or encourage harassment of specific individuals or groups
4. Cannot impersonate someone in a misleading or deceptive manner
5. Cannot contain personal and confidential information
6. Content that is only suitable for adult viewers must be flagged as such
7. Must comply with copyright and other content sharing laws
Please note this list may be updated from time to time to ensure Verasity adheres to new legislation

Content Uploading System
A platform needs to incentivize creators to upload content. However, this can lead to a flood of
low-quality content. An ever-increasing amount inflates platform costs and subsequently reduces the earnings
of Creators and the ability for Viewers to find valuable content.
Verasity will give Content Creators the freedom to manage their content strategy as they wish while preventing
any individual from impacting the overall economic sustainability by:
1. Each Creator has an upload limit. If a Creator is under their upload limit, he/she is free to upload
content. When a Creator is over their upload limit, they have to pay VRA to upload.
2. Creators who have an audience that value their content may wish to pay to upload more content and
therefore generate a profit. However, Creators who are uploading large volumes of low value content
will have to pay to upload thus disincentivizing spam / low quality content.
3. The upload limit for each Creator will increase based on their individual performance, global
platform uses and other incentives to help grow the economy as a whole. The increase in the limit
is based on an algorithm which is further detailed in the token supply and mechanics section of
the white paper.
The intention of the upload limit is to prevent users from flooding the economy with low value content.
Creators who are uploading reasonable quantities of valuable content should not be affected by the limit.
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Verasity Blockchain Technology
Verasity utilizes blockchain technology to enable a transparent, accountable and effective solution to
many of the challenges within the video sharing economy. The key elements to Verasity’s Blockchain
based technologies are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Verasity High Performance Blockchain
VRA Transactions
Proof of View
DPoS

Blockchain scalability and performance is the number one priority for a commercial system like Verasity. In
order to achieve the performance levels required for such a large microtransaction based ecosystem, the
Verasity team needed to achieve advances in performance that were order of magnitudes higher than what is
available from most currently available blockchain solutions. In order to maintain a stable and scalable
solution for such a large potential market, reliance on a third party blockchain would create a major point of
failure within the Verasity economy.
Creating the Verasity Blockchain yields significant advantages:
● Gives Verasity the ability to quickly add new transaction types and Smart Contracts to the
blockchain
● Transaction fees get contributed directly back into the Verasity economy
● All enhancement to the Blockchain can be managed for ecosystem compatibility
● Ensures that the Verasity ecosystem does not suffer from congestion of another ecosystem
using the same blockchain framework.
● Verasity can minimize risks associated from potential legal, economic, or geo-political use of a
public blockchain project.
Verasity’s Blockchain will be based on the Graphene DPoS Blockchain. Graphene is an Open Source C++
Blockchain framework originally developed as the foundation of Bitshares, a decentralized cryptocurrency
exchange marketplace. It is modular in fashion, making it adaptable for different uses. It can maintain a
transaction confirmation time of no more than 3 seconds and can scale to over 100,000 transactions per
second. As the Verasity network scales, this volume of transactions will support an accurate record of each
transaction within the economy both during average and peak volumes. To put this in perspective, major credit
card providers process around 2000 transactions every second.
By basing the Verasity Blockchain on Graphene, it is possible to handle a much higher volume of
transactions than other platforms. This will be essential to scale the economy and platform while still
minimizing the amount of data required for each transaction.
The Verasity Blockchain will optimize resource usage so that speed and volume of transactions can be
maintained as the economy scales. For example, where possible the software will store data in RAM. This will
minimise the number of time-consuming database queries required and help when scaling to handle up to, and
beyond, hundreds of thousands of transactions per second.
Finally, the Graphene framework avoids using hashes, which are time consuming to manipulate and require a
14

lot of memory. Instead of hashes, globally assigned unique IDs are used that do not conflict with one another
to refer to an account, permission or balance. This approach significantly decreases the amount of CPU cycles
and memory required and therefore further optimizes resource usage.
Please note: the ERC20 VRA Tokens created and distributed on the Ethereum Network are for the purpose of a
Token Sale and will fund the development and adoption of the Verasity platform. Once the platform requires
future scale, these tokens may be replaced by VRA running on the Verasity Blockchain on a 1:1 basis.

Proof of View™ - On-Chain Analytics and Verification
Verasity has a patent pending system to securely verify audience metrics (views) in a way that is publicly
transparent and tamper proof. This system ensures the integrity of the all elements of the Verasity economy
which relies upon audience metrics.
Media ecosystems of today are plagued by suspect and often fake view statistics. These statistics are used to
value the content or advertising, thus are being manipulated to generate fraudulent revenue.
PoV™ is a system designed to securely verify content consumption on the ecosystem, in a way that is publicly
transparent and tamper proof. It is utilized within the Verasity economy to ensure the integrity of audience
metrics and therefore the integrity of the ecosystem.
To ensure an accurate and transparent PoV™, Verasity will implement publicly auditable logs. These logs will
contain all views and content recommendations along with anonymized viewer information. The information
will all be General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Payment Card Industry (PCI DSS), and ePrivacy
compliant.
A Merkle Hash Tree guarantees that the database has never been altered. In the hash tree, each view’s event
data is hashed before being combined with other hashes until a final top hash is reached. Each top hash
represents all the data stored in the specific chunk of the database.
The database itself is split into chunks. A new chunk is created each time a new block is created in the
Blockchain. The top hash of the current chunk is added to each new block in the Blockchain. See the diagram
below:
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h
 ttp://videocontestnews.com/2013/01/25/how-to-spot-fake-youtube-views/

As this data is stored in a decentralized manner, third parties are able to prove that each top hash added to
the Blockchain is accurate and unchanged. This allows any third party to verify that the logs added within
each new block on the Blockchain have not been tampered with, changed, branched or forked.
On 7 February 2018, a United States provisional patent application was filed for a system and method for Proof
of View via Blockchain (Application Number 62627285). Following the Token Sale, such patent application will
be assigned to the Verasity Foundation, who will further develop additional intellectual property in connection
with the Platform.
Verasity technology will be offered under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
International Public License (defined at h
 ttps://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/legalcode a
 s the
license stands as of February 16, 2018, see details below).

How PoV™ Prevents Fake Views
1. Only views from signed in users are counted.
a. Within a video sharing platform, views are a type of transaction. To provide accountability and
therefore transparency for transactions, a unique identifier needs to be allocated to all parties
involved. When viewers create an account, they are assigned an anonymous ID that then
marks the video views generated by that user.
b. Viewers who are not signed in can still view free videos, but these views are not
confirmed through PoV™.
2. A single user cannot make multiple views at the same time.
a. The majority of viewers are only able to truly watch one video at a time whereas some bad
actors may try to use multiple browsers, watching in parallel, to inflate view counts.
b. PoV will not count views when more than one video is running in parallel from a single
user.
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3. Confirmed streaming.
a. For content to be viewed, the content file needs to be streamed to the browser. Through
Verasity’s PoV™ technology, while a video is being viewed the player will randomly be
required to provide information about the current frame of the video being viewed.
b. This ensures the content has been streamed and avoid bots that try to watch without
actually streaming content.
4. Player must be viewable.
a. Through technology built into VeraPlayer, checks are made during a video view to ensure the
player is visible within the browser window and not scrolled out of view, hidden, shown in
background tab etc.
b.

If a view is generated when the VeraPlayer is not viewable, the view will not be verified.

5. Suspicious activity requires manual check.
a. While the above points outline some of the ways PoV™ technology will verify and guarantee
authentic views, the system will continually monitor for suspicious or unusual viewer
behaviour even if all the above checks are passed.
b. An example of suspicious behavior would be a video being viewed by one user repeatedly in a
set period of time. While this is not necessarily a fake / invalid view, before additional views
were recorded as verified, a manual input would be required by the viewer to ensure they were
still watching. This manual input would be designed to avoid automatic / programmed
responses from being able to pass the check (e.g. reCAPTCHA).
c.

As our PoV™ technology gains additional data through use, any common or high frequency
suspicious activities will be used to create additional, automated features in PoV™ to verify.

6. PoV™ data is publicly auditable and transparent.
a. Verasity’s technology will use advanced methods to ensure only views verified by PoV™ are
counted. Views which are considered to be verified will be added to a publicly accessible
database containing anonymized data regarding the views.
b. Verasity will provide free, open-source tools to provide transparency and accountability of the
system. With these tools, users and third parties can review the data to ensure its accuracy
and credibility. Although view data is anonymous, individual users can generate their own
unique ID to verify views recorded for their ID are accurate and not manipulated.
c.

To ensure that the data stored within the publicly accessible PoV™ database is bonafide
untampered data, all view data is sent to Verafiers as well as to the Verasity servers. This
allows Verafiers to automatically check that the data on the Verasity view database is
accurate and has not been altered. The Verafier application (an open source application)
automatically checks that views on the blockchain are verified and matches views on the
public database. If there is any corruption or change to the data an alert notice is
automatically provided.
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The PoV™ system prevents multiple methods users may try to manipulate view counts and audience metrics
such as:
●
●
●
●
●

Automated repeated viewing of videos (looping views)
Attempting to load multiple videos in parallel
Loading videos in hidden windows / tabs
Attempting to manipulate analytics without watching content
Verasity or other party altering the views database

Benefits of Proof of View (PoV)™ Technology
Proof of View technology certifies authentic views on the Blockchain. This filters out bad actors, bots and fake
views. This reassures Advertisers and Sponsors legitimacy of their investment and guarantees reach of
audience. There have been many accounts of platforms distorting campaign delivery for profit and bad actors
cheating using bots to increase views. With Proof of View, all views are stored on the Blockchain ledger and
are transparent, building trust and confidence amongst Advertisers, Sponsors, Creators and Viewers.

Smart Contracts
Verasity uses Smart Contracts to facilitate all types of transactions in the ecosystem. Smart Contracts are
digital constructs in the Blockchain that facilitate, verify, and enforce an agreement. They make transactions
between participants instant without the need for third parties.

Blockchain Infrastructure in Verasity
A ledger is a crucial component of a financial platform as it stores account balances and the transaction
history. It must be maintained with utmost care and accuracy to ensure that the account balances are always
correct and up-to-date.
In a system with a central authority (e.g. a bank), the ledger that is maintained by the authority is accepted to
be the correct one. Without a central authority, multiple versions of the ledger can occur and this creates a
problem as to which of the ledger versions is the authoritative and correct version. Using blockchain
technology, a consensus can be reached as to which ledger branch is accurate.
One methodology to reach a consensus is Proof-of-Work (PoW). This is where a large amount of computing
power is used to verify transactions and create new blocks on the Blockchain. While this method is able to
maintain an accurate ledger, due to the large computing requirements there are limitations on transaction
volumes, long transaction confirmation times, high transaction fees and a large amounts of wasted computing
resources.
Another methodology is Proof-of-Stake (PoS). This does not require large amounts of computer resources to
create new blocks, but instead assigns the creation of a new block to users based on the amount of the
cryptocurrency they already hold. The issue with PoS is that those holding a large amount of tokens are more
likely to be assigned to witness the creation a new block, whereas those users who have a low amount of the
tokens are unlikely to ever be assigned to witness the creation of a new block. This means that users who
hold a large number of tokens can affect blockchain performance and it is very difficult for other users to
remove them in the event that they are not acting in the community’s best interest.
Verasity has chosen to use an evolution of Proof-of Stake called Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS). This
method provides the fastest, most efficient and fairest mechanisms for transaction verification. In DPoS users
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can be elected as representatives to witness the creation of new blocks. Users can be elected as
representative by other users of the system based upon a consensus of trust of that user by the community.
This way even users who aren’t running the full client are able to have an influence over the creation of new
blocks. An elected representative can be removed by the community by voting in new representatives. This
could occur in situations such as a representative failing to witness the creation new blocks.
Each user in the community has their vote influence weighted proportionally to the number of tokens they hold.
This means users who own a large number of tokens have a larger say in who the elected representatives are.
To take complete control of the elected representatives a user must hold more than half of all the tokens and
this is therefore less likely to occur than a single user being able to acquire a controlling position in a PoW
system.

Verafiers in the Verasity DPoS
In the Verasity DPoS Blockchain, participants that can witness and verify transactions are called Verafiers. As
detailed above, Verafiers are elected by users who hold VERA. Users who hold more VRA have more influence
over the electing Verafiers. Verasity recognizes that Verafier diversity is key to mitigating political, legal,
economic, infrastructural and other operational risks. Verasity will endeavor to provide its services across 150
countries and encourage geographic dispersion of nodes.
Verafiers are compensated with VRA for their services to the network to encourage users to become Verafier
candidates. The Verafier compensation rate is maintained at a level high enough to ensure that there is at least
an order of magnitude more Verafier candidates than the number of Verafiers required in the system. This
provides VRA holders with a wide choice of Verafier candidates to pick from.
Verafiers are voted for by VRA holders. Each VRA holder gets 1 vote per VRA held. The total number of
Verafiers in the economy will be dictated by the number of Verafiers required so that the majority of votes
have been utilized. In practice, this means that if the majority of voters vote for 20 Verafiers, 20 Verafiers will
be elected. The only exception to this is if the majority of the votes go to less than the minimum number of
Verafiers required in which case the top (x) Verafiers by the vote count are then elected. This approach
maintains an appropriate number of Verafiers to keep the system decentralized.
To become a Verafier and be eligible to be voted in to verify transactions, a user must satisfy certain technical
requirements such as:
1. The user must install the VeraWallet application.
2. The computer and the VeraWallet application must be running and online.
3. The VeraWallet application must be fully synchronized, and will keep a full copy of the
Blockchain.
The Verafiers that cease to satisfy the technical requirements will:
1. Fail to verify transactions.
2. Not receive new VERA.
3. Can be voted out promptly by the VRA holders.

Bootstrapping the Verafier Cloud
During the rollout period, Verasity will operate a minimum of 4 backup Verafier nodes in key regions (North
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America, South America, Europe and Asia Pacific). These nodes will guarantee network resilience against
major infrastructure outages. These nodes are required as backups to participate in verifying transactions until
third party Verafiers are voted in.
The backup Verafier nodes will be clearly labeled in the Blockchain code and on the site. The users will be
urged to vote for the Verafiers not controlled by the Verasity Foundation as soon as possible to transition to a
diverse set of trusted and independent Verafiers.

Protecting the Verafier Ecosystem
The Verafier pool is a core piece of both the commercial transaction system, as well as the audience metrics
components of the system, making the robustness of very high importance.
DPoS systems in general are extraordinarily resilient to most attacks. However, the Verasity DPoS system has
been further enhanced by both management and operational policy. A good example of this is a weakness that
many blockchain systems have commonly known as the 51% attack. This is a method by which an entity or
coordinated group attempts to gain 51% of the total tokens in the platform, by which carrying the majority of
votes for verifications, and in theory be able to inject erroneous data into the system.
Without exploring the full theory around these types of attacks, there is a mechanism to prevent this on the
Verasity platform:
Verasity always maintains a set of trusted Verasity Verafier nodes as backup to the public community of
Verafiers. These Verafiers are always active and selected in the verification process. This allows extremely
quick detection of erroneous errors on the Blockchain and immediate correction.
Finally, these types of operations are highly uncommon simply due to the motivation around the destruction of
value. It would never be economical to formulate such a plan, as any plan of this sort would require the
acquisition of 51% of the entire economy, and any damage to the economy would destroy the value of the
original capital required to execute this plan.
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The Verasity Economy
VRA Token
The Verasity platform and economy is powered by VRA which is a utility token that functions as a
medium exchange between participants within the Verasity ecosystem.
New VRA supply will be minted and distributed to the community based on both the organic growth of the
platform and governance via the velocity of money as explained below. VRA will be purchased by users and
investors, which will drive the value of VRA.
The ERC20 VRA Tokens created and distributed on the Ethereum Network are for the purpose of an initial
Token sale and development and adoption of the Platform. Once the economy is up and running and requires
further scale, these tokens will be replaced by VRA running on the Verasity Blockchain on a 1:1 basis. The
initial supply of the ERC20 VRA Token is 12,491,500,000.

What are the token supply mechanics?
The total token supply for the Verasity ecosystem will be variable and based on an inflation target of 3%. The
key to growing a video content economy is returning value to those who create value. Verasity has designed
the ecosystem mechanics so that all participants will be rewarded for positive interactions on the platform.
In the Verasity DPoS system, Verafiers are rewarded for their resources dedicated to verifying transactions on
the Blockchain. This involves newly minted VRA being added to the Reward Pool to further incentivize the
growth of the economy. To ensure sufficient liquidity in the market minting of VRA will be directly related to the
the velocity of money in the Verasity ecosystem. Newly minted VERAs are allocated to the Reward Pool.
The Reward Pool is distributed to Viewers, Content Creators and Verafiers. Unlike the traditional PoW means of
distribution, where miners are competing over raw computing power, the actors in the Verasity network are
incentivized to compete in ways that add value to the network.

Users / Viewers
Viewers will be rewarded for watching videos with VERA. Earned VRA can be claimed when the minimum
threshold is reached. Creation of new VRA is based on the Velocity of Money (VoM) within the economy during
a set time period. By linking new VRA to VoM, VRA is created at a rate that is proportional to the growth of the
platform and as such effectively scales, without affecting the appreciation of VERA, as more users agree the
value of content on the platform. New VRA will be distributed to both Viewers and Creators based on
engagement with the platform.
In future developments, Verasity will explore additional ways users can earn VRA that help add value to
ecosystem such as cloud storage, search or other services. In addition to newly minted VERA, a portion of all
spent VRA will be redistributed for promotional activities such as sign-up incentives, engagement activities and
other platform incentives designed to grow the community and economy.

Earning VRA as a User
Users of the Verasity Platform are able to earn VRA by engaging with the platform, primarily by watching
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videos. Verasity will provide additional promotional methods for users to earn VRA to facilitate growth in the
ecosystem and economy. These may include:
1. Sign up reward - Initial tokens delivered upon sign up to get Viewers adopting the platform and
transacting.
2. Share - Video URLs are generated and easily shared on social media. The user who shares a link can
earn VRA for each signed in view generated by the link.
3. Referral - Users who convert new users receive a bonus for each new sign up.
4. Watch ads - Users who opt-in to watching advertising will earn VRA for each advert they watch.
5. Daily Bonus - the first X number of videos users watch will earn extra VRA.

Creators and Publishers
Any user can become a Creator and upload content to the platform. Unlike other platforms, the Verasity
Platform will treat content upload as a service that needs to be balanced, rather than allowing unlimited
uploads from any Creator. Through an upload limit for each Creator, the platform costs associated with
hosting content can be managed based on how the economy values past content.
Creator upload limit increases based on three factors:
1. Promotional incentives provided by the platform. This includes incentives such as sign-up
bonuses, getting the first 100 followers and other key milestones.
2. Global use of the platform will increase the upload limit of all Creators over time. The more VRA
transactions that are made, the faster the upload limit will increase.
3. VRA transactions made on a Creator’s channel will increase their upload limit. The more
transactions made, the faster their upload limit will increase.
For Creators who add value to the economy and ecosystem, the upload limit should never be reached. Creators
who upload a large amount of content that adds value to the economy and ecosystem may need to spend VRA
to continue to upload, however, as the content is valuable, they should receive more back than the upload cost.
Creators who upload a large amount of content that does not add value to the ecosystem will have to make
increasing VRA payments to continue to upload. This prevents spam / low quality content or users abusing the
economy and ecosystem.
Content funding models include:
1. Free-to-view with optional donation - Creators receive individual VRA donations from viewers who
enjoy their content;
2. Pay-per-view (TVOD) - Creators set a rate of VRA that each Viewer will pay to unlock a
3. video - users will be able to receive a short preview of the content before paying;
4. Monthly subscription (SVOD) - Creators charge a monthly VRA fee for their Viewers to access their
paid content. This could either be used to access exclusive “VIP only content” or as an alternative to
SVOD video;
5. Advertising (AVOD) - Ads are entirely optional for Viewers. However, watching advertising allows users
to earn VRA which they can in turn pay Creators with;
Creators set the monetization model, the price, and fully control their content. As the Verasity Platform will be
providing storage, playback, development and maintenance of the network, a transaction fee is allocated to
the Verasity Foundation. Revenue generated from transaction fees will be reinvested into the platform,
operating costs and research and development.
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Advertisers
Although the Verasity platform is not fundamentally built on advertising to succeed, it will have an opt-in
advertising feature where Advertisers can pay to reach an engaged audience who have opted-in to receive an
advert and are rewarded directly with VERA. In today’s age, Viewers are looking for something in return from
Advertisers for their time and data, otherwise they will choose to use AdBlock to avoid ads. The Verasity
model changes this by offering Advertisers a highly engaged audience on a Cost Per View (CPV) model, using
the Proof of View Blockchain ledger to guarantee delivery and view. This circumvents industry issues in ad
fraud, bot traffic, and ad-block, and offers Advertisers greater value to what they get today while Viewers
directly get value (VERA) in exchange for their time and attention. Viewers in return, will spend the VRA on
content which goes directly to the Creator.

Verasity’s team includes advertising technology experts who understand the market and its issues in detail.
Advertisers will buy VRA to spend in the ecosystem to reach their audience. They will set their budget and
target audience, and every time an ad is successfully delivered, VRA will be deducted from the Advertiser
wallet and go to the Viewer based on a qualified view. By removing multiple middlemen which can swallow up

to 70%11 of
the value, the result is more cost-effective media for the Advertiser, and more value comes back

into the community.

Marketers
The platform is proving very effective for incentivized video marketing. Especially for marketers who want a
targeted audience to video their long form video content in return for cryptocurrency and access to the users’
data. The user can earn $2-$10 in VRA per video view and sign up which is financed by the marketer.
Today we have had over 15 paying customers using this model. This adds another increased buying pressure
for the VRA token and opportunities for viewers to earn more tokens before spending on other video content.

How does Community Interaction Grow the Economy and Token?
For many Creators and Publishers, the scale of their audience creates a community around their channel and
content. The most avid members of these communities provide both direct and indirect value to the Creator
and are often their biggest advocates. Providing additional opportunities for a community to connect and
become further involved with Content Creators will be fundamental to the success of the Verasity economy
and ecosystem.
Performance Marketers – Buy VRA to reward targeted users to watch their video and buy their product
Global Advertisers – 30 second ads from video advertising networks. Pay users in Fiat – converted to VRA and
rewarded to viewers
Creators – Earn VRA from their community. Buy VRA to use additional features and build community
Broadcasters and publishers – Use VRA for transactions on their current systems. Use Rewards and loyalty
and create own token by staking VRA
The Verasity economy provides Creators far more control and options to engage and reward their biggest fans
and advocates. Through multiple monetization routes, Creators are able to effectively value their content and
allow their fans to directly contribute to their earnings, without requiring the use of third party platforms. As
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both Viewers and Creators have lower barriers to engage and greater benefits in doing so, it in turn increases
the likelihood of a viewer becoming part of their community and an advocate.
The above enables communities and advocates more opportunities to engage Creators which provides long
term growth and uptake in the Verasity economy and ecosystem as a whole. In turn, this may further increases
the value and velocity of VERA, the transaction volume and users within the ecosystem which fuels long term,
sustainable growth.

How will the Verasity Economy reach stability?
By regulating money supply, the Verasity Foundation intends to stabilize price levels within the Verasity
economy. Money supply may impact inflation directly by making tokens more or less scarce or indirectly
through minting tokens that are used to incentivize market participants to engage in transactions. Hence,
finding the right policy for regulating the supply of money is key to ensuring long-term price stability and
enabling Verasity to become a successful economy.
The Verasity Foundation plans to regulate the supply of money via a deterministic mechanism on the
blockchain, while keep inflation at a moderate rate of 3% per year in order to ensure sufficient liquidity and
stable growth of the economy. The minting mechanism is designed to hold prices at a constant growth rate
that corresponds to the overall growth of the economy. The mechanism mints tokens so that the increase in
money supply matches the expected increase in demand for VRA tokens. The Verasity Foundation plans to use
a straightforward and simple to implement method to form expectations about future growth that is based on
historic growth rates of the last two periods (as defined in the Economics paper, see below).
The mechanism has been simulated in order to test the stability of the Verasity economy. Based on the
above-mentioned assumptions, the simulations indicate that a simple mechanism, approximating expected
demand for VRA tokens with historic price levels, can result in a stable money market. This result even holds
when external shocks are introduced.
The simulations indicate that a moderate positive inflation target performs better than a zero-inflation target,
as the latter induces strong reactions by speculators, which may destabilize the economy.
Assuming that speculators form adaptive expectations, the simulations show that their strong reactions may
destabilize the economy, especially in the initial phase when demand is very volatile. However, if adaptive
speculators do not react right away with all their assets, the mechanism is able to produce a stable outcome.
Finally, the simulations illustration that shorter backwards-looking periods result in more stable price
developments, as they allow for a swifter reaction to exogenous shocks.
In the event that the platform experiences more than a short-term seasonal decrease in transactions, and
therefore experiences materially reduced aggregate demand, the minting of VRA will be reduced; potentially
down to zero. This is the lowest point of supply as it is not practical, nor desirable, to remove VRA from users.
If zero supply is insufficient to correct the downward pressure, then the Foundation will reserve a proportion of
its transaction fee to decrease the amount of VRA in circulation. This “stabilization fund” can be seen as the
equivalent of a bank Reserve Requirement12 which aside from bolstering the bank’s balance sheet is a strategy
central banks utilize to increase or decrease the money supply.
The majority of new VRA that is minted will be distributed to users based on the amount of video content they
watch within the time period. The calculation of this is relatively simple; If in a period 10,000 VRA from the
Reward Pool were allocated to viewer consumption and users collectively watched 100,000 minutes of video, a
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user would receive 0.1 VRA per minute of content they watched.
Each user will be limited to earning VRA through content watched to a real time rate; a maximum of 1 minute
of earnings per minute in the time period (a user cannot watch more than 60 mins of content in 1 hour). This
avoids users creating multiple browser sessions to try and earn VRA faster. In the unlikely event that there are
transactions on the platform but zero content views, the tokens minted will be immediately burnt.
“Introducing its own token allows Verasity to organise its video platform as an independent economy, and
therefore to use tools from fiscal and monetary policy to stabilize price levels and foster growth”
Dr. Christian Jaag, Cryptecon (Center for Cryptoeconomics)
For more information read the full Economics paper: http://verasity.io/documents/verasity_economics_paper.pdf

How Users can Buy and Sell VRA
Users will be able to send popular cryptocurrencies such as BTC and ETH to VeraPay, to exchange for VRA at
its current rate whilst on the platform. The management team aim to create a seamless route to enable new
users in and out the economy whilst safeguarding the community and supporting local regulations.

Profits go back to the Platform and Operating Costs of the System
A small transaction fee is taken to run the platform, pay for the operating costs and expenses of Verasity, to
drive mass user adoption and for research and development to enhance the platform and economy.

Producing a Stable Economy, The Problem with Speculation
When too many Investors act as short-term Speculators, treating cryptocurrencies as commodities and
not products, the value of Coins have varied sharply on daily basis, and in some cases minute by minute. This
volatility is unsustainable when Creators will be setting the prices of their videos and Viewers in the community
are choosing whether to spend their VRA or not. The Foundation has invested a significant amount of time and
resources into structuring an economy where these shock effects, witnessed in almost all other major
cryptocurrencies, are mitigated.

The Theoretical Solution
To increase the stability of the system, investors need to hold VRA for longer periods rather than using the
Token as short-term speculation. The Foundation believes that the Investors should be incentivized to choose
this rather than being prevented centrally from trading their VRA as they wish. Fortunately, the economic
analysis (see Economic Paper) demonstrates that not all investors need to hold to allow for stability. The data
shows that, provided the economy can incentivize a portion of the Investors to hold their investment during
periods of instability in the market then, inflation can be maintained at 3%.
The 3% rate was ascertained through stochastic analysis and thousands of simulations balancing the desire to
create an incentive for individuals to spend VRA against a higher rate of inflation that would put off Investors
by devaluing the Token materially. It is of course true any rate of inflation will decrease the value of a currency
within an economy over time, but it is expected that the overall increase in the value of the community and
platform will outstrip the low level of internal inflation.
This theoretical solution should include the following caveat that as can be seen from the analysis there may
be some short-term deflationary pressure. This is due to high growth rates in users of the platform. As Central
Banks have demonstrated over time inflation/deflation is difficult to manage and the only realistic way to
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avoid short term deflation would be to throttle growth. This is neither realistic nor desirable.

The practical application
We expect people to buy VRA to:
1. Watch videos (subscriptions, PPV, tipping)
2. To reach and reward potential customers on the network
3. Allow Creators to increase their upload limit faster
4. Invest in VRA to hold as a long-term Investor
5. Invest in VRA as a short-term Investor
12

h
 ttps://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/reserveratio.asp
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Core Team and Contributors
The team are seasoned professionals with proven track records with high performing businesses in the media,
video and technology sectors. The core team have been involved in the project together since 2017. The
development team and management are full time and have been collaborating together for four years.

Chris Gale - Co-Founder – Executive
Management

John Rankin – Executive
Management

Founder and CEO of Odyssey Mobile,
Ad Tech company with successful
2014 exit to Phunware that listed on
Nasdaq in 2108

Video publishing and advertising
entrepreneur. John founded and built
a global video advertising business
with multinational entertainment
company Outfit 7 which received 7
billion downloads.

David Archer – Director

Max Gutchenko – Chief Technology
Officer

Senior Partner, Pitmans, London. Over
30 years’ experience in trust law, Not
for Profit entities, Dispute Resolution,
and Compliance

Adam Simmons – Co-Founder Operations
Worked for the last 8 years within
online video, including globally for
eSports publishers. Expertise within
Content management and online
marketing
Kyrylo Bybyk - Lead Engineer,
Blockchain Developer
High-load C/C++ developer with 11
years of experience. Strong
background working with online video
platforms with high traffic volumes.
Co-inventor of Proof of View™
Chris Morof – Smart Contract
Engineer
Ex. CTO Video Ad Platform, Creator of
VRSynapse, Founder of Beacon
Heaven, Blockchain Expert

Experienced Chief Technology
Officer with a demonstrated history
of working in the Internet industry.
Video and Blockchain

Robert Keogh – Financial Director
Specializing in SMEs within digital
media, blockchain and
cryptocurrency. Ex. Pillar

Jiyoung Choi – Asia Ambassador
Mr. Choi is the CEO of Bitbank, CEO,
Woorim Holdings, CEO, East Nine Co.
Ltd, CEO, Vision Group Co. Ltd and
Permanent CEO, D!conomy LAB

Danielle Francis - Marketing
Seasoned digital marketing executive
with a strong focus on customer
acquisition and growth. 5 years in
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digital marketing and advertising
currently with M&C Saatchi
Ievgen Iegorochkin - Blockchain
Developer
Experience working with online video
platforms with high traffic volumes.
Blockchain developer. High-load
back-end C/C++ developer. Application
Security Engineer

Dmytro Medianik - High-load
back-end developer and security
Engineer
High-load back-end C/C++ developer.
Security/operations engineer with 10
years of experience. PJSC Nord, IT
Director. Security access protocols
will be maintained by Dmytro

Mykolai Chapny - Blockchain and
back-end developer

Anton Lukashenko - Full-stack
developer

Full-stack developer and blockchain
enthusiast.

Full-stack, JavaScript developer
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Project Advisors
David Orman

Scott Brown

Spent last 15 years investing,
advising and working in video
technology businesses.

VP Product Management,
Akamai Technologies; CEO,
Octoshape, Turner, Director
Media Systems, AOL

Dr. Christian Jaag

David Rowe

Founded the Centre for
Cryptoeconomics and is
responsible for the economics for
this project.

Founder Hydro66, CEO Black
Green Capital, Founder Easynet
Group that was sold to BSkyB,
Former Managing Board
Member, Sky

Matt Heiman

Simon Wajcenberg

Founder of Diagonal View, exit to
Sky PLC 2017, Mobix Trading,
Mobix Interactive.

Experienced Investor and
Entrepreneur. Founder of
North Block Capital.

Jon Hook

Sangjin Hong

Advertising executive and
entrepreneur experienced in
building, launching and running
mobile technology and media

Entrepreneur and investor.
Co-founder and CEO of Chain
Cabinet a blockchain startup
platform and Fund

Christopher Keshian

M
 ark Ramberg

CEO of APEX Token Funds. A
group who invest in crypto funds
such as Pantera and Multicoin
Capital. Managing Partner at
Neural Capital

Ex GM Media & Ent, Amazon;
VP Business Dev, Akamai;
Business Development,
Microsoft, Filecoin
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Joel Kovshoff - Advisor

Andy Long

Serving as the CEO and founder
of MyICOPool; as well as being a
co-founder and the CEO Athena
Trading Bot, Joel is very active in
the cryptocurrency community.

Blockchain and Data Centre
Expert with 20 years’
experience in telecoms and
finance in strategy.
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Investors and Partners

Blockchain Investors

Venture Capital

Crypto Economics Experts

NorthblockCapital.com

Blackgreencapital.com

cryptecon.org

Consulting Partner

Technology Partner

Tax Experts

mlgblockchain.com

techracers.com

cryptocpas.com

CDN Partner

Video Partner

Legal Specialists

akamai.com

hypercube.video

pitmans.com
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Roadmap
●

●

Q3 2017
○ Product
■ Integrate TCP fallback into the player for seamless use on non UDP-enabled browsers Delivered
○ Project
■ Founders identified opportunity for blockchain-based video platform - Done
Q4 2017
○ Product
■ Test UDP video player with Akamai at 30m+ unique users per month - Delivered
○ Project
■ Assemble core team and advisors - D
 one
■ Investigation into blockchain technology - D
 one
■ Write and validate White Paper - D
 one

●

Q1 2018
○ Product
■ Release proof of concept for VeraPlayer - Delivered
○ Project
■ Creation of Foundation structure - Done
■ Announcement of project, publishing of White Paper & Economic Paper - D
 one
■ Launch Public Sale website - D
 one

●

Q2 2018
○ Product
■ In-player earning VRA while watching - Delivered
■ Release proof of concept for VeraWallet - D
 elivered
■ In-player user management - O
 ngoing
■ In-player earning 3rd party crypto tokens while watching - Ongoing
■ Release proof of concept for VRA minting apps for desktop & mobile - Ongoing
■ Design and architecture for Verasity blockchain
■ Release proof of concept for Verasity video sharing website (verasity.com)
○ Project
■ Fundraise through Private Sale - Ongoing
■ Conduct Public Sale
Q3 2018
○ Product
■ Release MVP of rewarded video player - GenesisPlayer
■ Release MVP of blockchain-enabled Verafier apps for desktop OS
■ Release MVP of blockchain-enabled VeraWallet
■ Release CMS and analytics for GenesisPlayer Platform
■ Add monetization through advertising
○ Project
Q4 2018
○ Product
■ Launch GenesisPlayer library with over 2000 official videos and integrate into crypto
exchanges, publishers and listings partners

●

●
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○

■ Sign and onboard content launch partners and publishers
Project
■ Launch Verasity Publisher Blockchain Program

Q1 2019
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

List VRA on crypto exchanges
Release MVP of verasity.com to select group of video creators
Release beta of verasity.com to general public
Release beta of VeraPay
Release beta of blockchain-enabled VeraPlayer
Release beta of blockchain-enabled Verafier apps for desktop OS
Release beta of blockchain-enabled VeraWallet

Product
■ Launch full version of VeraPay
■ Launch full version of VeraPlayer
Remainder 2019
■ Release full version of Verasity blockchain
■ Launch full version of verasity.com
■ Release Proof of View
○
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Go To Market Strategy
Stage One – Q2 2019
Verasity Project launches and builds a community of 400k+ followers across its social media channels. With a
goal to provide video creators, publishers and viewers a fairer economy using blockchain and video
technology. Airdrop VRA to initial userbase to grow awareness create buzz for the project. Sell tokens to future
users of the platform and get them engaged. Launch MVP and apps to demonstrate technology to userbase.
Invest in a marketing campaign to build awareness to the sale and the project further building project reach
and awareness of VRA. Increase token sale volume.
Stage Two – Q3 2018
Verasity Video protocol used for Rewards and Loyalty – GenesisPlayer becomes the world’s first
rewards-based video player for the crypto community.
Video player adopted by projects to gain community and airdrop tokens. Publishers and exchanges embed the
player to reward their viewers crypto for watching promotional videos. Marketers buy VRA to reach and engage
Verasity’s initial userbase.
This builds Verasity userbase to 1M+ registered users and gains validation, market traction and technology
feasibility. It also creates awareness for VRA, builds relationships with crypto exchanges and publishers.
Launch Global publishing program with an alliance of video publishers exploring Blockchain solutions in
market, getting existing brands and publishers with large communities sold on VRA and the video tools
available.
Stage 2 – Q1 2019
VRA launches on exchanges and opens trading. A mass press campaign across Asia and Europe to announce
platform launch, content partnerships will be announced in global press releases in multiple languages.
Launch party in Singapore with invited celebrities and press partners to open the platform.
The team will aim to sign up Sign up 100 global publishers using the Verasity technology which will gain mass
scale as fast as possible.
Verasity.com will host multiple campaigns for early users, incentivizing them with VRA to join, engage and
interact. These incentives will also be available to suitable creators
Verasity sets the stage for an efficient and level commercial playing field for the monetization of all types of
video content from short-form user generated content, to professional quality feature length films.
There are three key stages of growth of both the Verasity economy and ecosystem of users:
●
●
●

Launch
Advocate Scale
Mainstream Adoption

Verasity Business Analysis
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There are two major components to the Verasity business expansion. We must look at it from the perspective
of the Verasity Application services we build on top of the Verasity Protocol, and then from the perspective of
addressing the adoption of Protocol with the rest of the online video industry.
In estimating Verasity video sharing service adoption, we have focused on the following key metrics:
1. The number of content creators leveraging the Verasity platform
2. The number of videos uploaded to the Verasity platform by content creators
3. The number of views of videos on the Verasity platform
In years 1-3, we expect the number of content creators to increase by nearly 700% annually with a goal of over
12,500 video content creators and publishers on the platform by year 4. If each content creator uploads only 1
video per week, the result is nearly 400,000 videos on the platform by year 3. The total number of views of
those videos is expected to be nearly 500 million by year 3 (approximately 1000 views per video) and increase
to 1.2 billion video views by year 4.
We have modelled the growth of the business and projected platform adoption over a 10-year period with a
targeted breakeven point of year 3-4. From there we have conservatively estimated the Verasity market share
relative to some of the prominent online video sharing platforms. Based on our forecasts, Verasity will need to
reach approximately 60 million visits per month in order to reach a breakeven point. To put this scale in context,
a specialist video platform such as Twitch.tv receives around 800 million visits per month and YouTube
generates over 21 billion visits per month. To reach breakeven, Verasity would need to reach a scale of 7.5% of
a specialist video platform such as Twitch or just 0.28% the size of YouTube.
Unlike a traditional platform such as YouTube which generates revenue from advertising, Verasity’s multiple
monetization methods provide additional revenue options for video content creators and publishers.
This provides 3 distinct benefits for Verasity:
1. On-boarding content creators is easier as more types of content are commercially viable to run on the
platform such as premium content and educational content in addition to the normal viral videos.
2. Due to more types of content becoming commercially viable on Verasity, a larger demographic of users
can be attracted to the platform as viewers.
3. As content is directly monetized (via donations, PPV, subscriptions etc), Verasity is able to charge a
significantly lower fee than existing platforms which in turn results in far higher revenue for content
creators and publishers.
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Verasity Protocol Adoption
This phase happens in parallel to the audience building of Verasity.com. Verasity will offer the Protocol
blockchain enablement components to global online video offerings. As you can see in the graphic, the
premium online video space has exploded.

https://variety.com/2015/digital/news/ott-map-video-ecosystem-1201480930/
Although the OTT industry has seen significant consolidation in the past few years, with major players such as
YouTube, Hulu, Netflix, and Amazon Prime Video capturing significant market share, there is still massive
fragmentation both in the platforms powering OTT as well as in content availability and device/platform
support. Of the independent service providers, many initially built their own OTT video delivery platforms, but
most are now leveraging 3rd party solutions, specifically ones that address increasingly complex technical
requirements, as well as business level needs such as monetization. Online video platforms like TVB MyTv,
YuppTv, Digiturk Play, and Dish India are addressing global audiences. Some of these global offerings require a
borderless currency to remove fiat intermediaries that are taking up to 70% of margin converting back to their
local currencies. Verasity will bring a commerce platform to market that removes these intermediaries and
removes the complexity of managing a token economy that needs to support commercial micro-transactions.
These offerings will also be able to leverage PoVTM to get rid of fake content views making their advertising
revenue chains more efficient.
The sales cycles for existing OTT service adoption tends to take a little bit longer, as it takes time for these
large organizations to consider, and then integrate the technology. We will begin marketing to this market
segment immediately post launch. The strategy will be to pick a few “friendly” operators that we can work with
to ensure we have addressed the market needs in the first half of 2019. Then target a more aggressive go to
market strategy in Q4 2019.
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Competition
Verasity is building a new economic model and technology infrastructure to compete against the video
publishing titans including Facebook and YouTube. The technology and platform will also enable large scale
publishers and creators to take back control of their audiences and monetize their video content. Verasity’s
competitive edge is using a token economy to incentivize behavior, changing the broken model of video
publishing today.
As an end to end solution, there will be components competing against some traditional video platforms
(Vimeo, Brightcove, JWPlayer) but some components that can be integrated directly into these platforms.
In regard to web 3.0 solutions, there are numerous projects looking to launch video platforms on the
blockchain. Although these applications may seem to compete with verasity.com, the technology, economy
and go to market strategy is all very different. All these platforms are building decentralized CDNs and storing
video files on the blockchain. This may be good to avoid CDN costs and becoming censorship resistant, but
the technology has not been proven at scale (see appendix 2) viewer experience suffers and the technology is
not designed not be adopted by traditional media companies. These include Steem, Flixio, Theta, Props,
Videocoin is building peer to peer video infrastructure to replace CDN’s such as Akamai and rewarding miners
in tokens to seed on the network. This is not seen to be competing with Verasity’s model and the technology
and use cases are very different. If in the future Moviecoin’s CDN becomes robust and better quality than
current requirements we can partner with them.
For full market comparison analysis click here - https://docsend.com/view/hfajuuc

Brave Browser
Brave (BAT) (BAT) is building a decentralized, transparent digital ad exchange based on Ethereum Blockchain.
This uses the Brave Browser to insert ad-block and cut out ad-tech. This enables a creation of a new economy
where users buy BAT to pay Publishers based on attention (or time spent on site). Advertisers can buy BAT to
be able to circumvent the browser ad-block, where value goes directly to the publisher.
BAT launched a token sale in May 2017 and raised $35m in 30 seconds. In January 2018 they had a market
cap of $864m claimed adoption of 8000 Publishers verified, including 6000 YouTube Creators with an
audience of 100m13. Users are required to download and utilize a new browser. Google’s Chrome have recently
released an updated version including a built-in ad filter. Brave’s solution acts to block advertising revenue to
insert their own revenue or direct payment. This may breach the terms and conditions of some Publishers or
Platforms.14
Verasity is exploring ways a potential partnership could exist with Brave, providing the market with a browser
and video platform and integrated economy to fast track mass market adoption

basicattentiontoken.org/
13

https://medium.com/@AttentionToken/brave-verified-publishers-double-in-one-week-with-ongoing-1-million-crypto-token-giveaway887df451c9d0
14 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2017/12/29/google-pulls-youtube-amazon-tv-boxes-early-feud-continue
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Legal Approach
Due to concerns around unpredictability and regulation (or lack of in many markets) the team have treated the
legal and administrative elements to setting up the project and raising funds very seriously. Verasity appointed
a legal officer to sit on the advisory team and work closely with the rest of the Verasity Foundation advising
best practices. Verasity appointed Ogier, a well-known and highly reputable legal firm that has a dedicated
Digital, Blockchain and Fintech team to advise Verasity on the structure of Verasity Foundation and certain
regulatory and other matters pertaining to Cayman Islands laws. Verasity has also appointed Pitmans, a
well-known and highly reputable legal firm in the United Kingdom with respect to certain regulatory and other
matters. In order to comply with present and/or future regulation, Verasity Foundation is opting to apply the
necessary KYC/AML and accredited investor procedures during the token sale and to comply with all
applicable regulations including necessary sanctions and PEP checks.

Governance and Role of the Foundation
Verasity Foundation will be responsible for ensuring the vision of the White Paper is adhered to, funding the
development of the platform and funding the support growth within the community. Verasity Foundation will
be conducting the initial sale of VRA and will thereafter be monitoring Verasity to ensure the Verasity Platform
is developed in accordance with the principles set out in this White Paper. Proceeds raised from the sale of
VRA will remain in the Foundation and be unlocked to Verasity Technology (Cayman) Ltd Verasity Technology
(Cayman) Ltd. based on predefined milestones agreed upon and validated by the Foundation. Verasity’s
general counsel and CEO are Supervisors of the Foundation and will validate milestones as well as the use of
funds from the ICO. Quarterly reports will be published to the community.
Verasity Foundation will provide quarterly reports to update the contributors to the project regarding the
roadmap updates. This will include current developments, forecast vs. current and latest updates.
Verasity management will not be able to buy or sell VRA during the 20 days prior to the announcement of
the quarterly management reports to avoid insider trading. Verasity management lock up period is 18 months.
Private investor lock-up periods are 9 months.
All transactions on the platform will be implemented on the Verasity Blockchain. The Smart Contract is audited
by Techracers.com to increase security. Verasity Foundation will make public its GitHub account which will
provide:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Smart Contract and Audit (will be also available on Etherscan)
White Paper
VRA Blockchain code
Full wallet code (Verafier app for various platforms)
Proof-of-View (PoV™) DB parsing code
Proof-of-View (PoV™) hash checker / hash generator
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Verasity Foundation, Token Holders and Verasity
Verasity Foundation is a foundation company incorporated in the Cayman Islands under the Companies Law
(Revised) and registered as a foundation company pursuant to the Foundation Companies Law, 2017. Verasity
Foundation's management will be carried out by its directors. Holders of tokens are not entitled to any shares
or property of the Verasity Foundation and have no rights to appoint or remove the board of directors of the
Verasity Foundation.
Other than VRA generated and sold which will have utility on the Platform, all Verasity products, and
improvements, platform technology and development is provided by Verasity Technology (Cayman) Ltd, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Verasity Foundation. Physically, most of the team is in the United Kingdom and
Poland.
To mitigate investment risk in Verasity, prior financing is in place and the entire team and infrastructure funded
to date. Current funding without additional Token Sale proceeds could take the project to protocol completion
at a slower pace to the current roadmap. The risk would not be completion but rather scaling the economy at
the necessary rate to achieve sustainability.
Verasity Foundation will endeavor to conserve the value of the Token Sale proceeds and attempt to limit risks
associated with unstable cryptocurrency market prices. Verasity Foundation will attempt to achieve this
objective by exchanging the proceeds of the Token Sale into either fiat currencies or other assets with a history
of price stability.
The Cayman Islands is a well-known and established jurisdiction in the international financial marketplace due
to its stable and predictable political and legal framework, as well as its tax neutral status for international
transactions. Verasity believes a Cayman domicile for the Verasity Foundation will provide for a long term
period of stability. The Verasity Foundation will pay zero taxes on the transactions of the Verasity Economy.
The competent court for litigation will be the courts of The Cayman Islands.

Preliminary Disclosures
The digital tokens described in this White Paper may only be used for enabling transactions associated with
viewing digital content through the Verasity Platform, and such tokens have no intrinsic value and may not be
redeemed except by a Content Creator in payment for viewership of his or her work product through the
Verasity Platform.
The acquisition of VRA involves a high degree of risk. Before acquiring VERA, it is recommended that each
purchaser conduct their own careful examination of all relevant information and risks (including as set forth
below and in additional documentation associated with the sale of VERA). If any of the following risks occurs,
the Verasity Platform and VRA may be materially and adversely affected, including all VRA being rendered
worthless or unusable.
While tokens may be traded through one or more cryptocurrency exchanges, there is no guarantee of value, and
the token may be delisted at any time that it does not meet the listing requirements of the exchange. The
cryptocurrency token market is immature, and there are numerous risks that threaten the entire category,
including but not limited to regulatory risk, the potential collapse of Ethereum as a cryptocurrency, loss of the
password key that enables access to a digital wallet, and the potential for bad a
 ctors to attack and steal either
the content on Verasity or the contents of the digital wallets that belong to the members of the Verasity
community, owners and its viewers.
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Full Risks and Legal Disclosures
1

IMPORTANT NOTICE

PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, AND
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE TAKING ANY ACTION IN CONNECTION WITH THIS WHITE
PAPER.
This document (the White Paper) is intended to present general information regarding the planned Verasity
System. In connection with the development of the System, sales of blockchain tokens may take place in one or
more proposed generation and sale events of VRA (Tokens) undertaken by the Verasity Foundation Company
Limited (the Token Generator) (collectively, the Token Generation). Certain terms of this document pertain to
potential purchasers (each a Purchaser) in any such sale(s).
1.1

Reliance

Any Tokens are offered solely on the basis of the information contained in the terms and conditions of
purchase and sale (Terms and Conditions). Potential Purchasers should disregard, and not rely upon, any other
information or representations given or made by any dealer, broker or other person. No person is authorised to
give any information or to make any representations in connection with any offering of VRA Tokens apart from
those contained in the Terms and Conditions. A potential Purchaser to whom such information or
representations are given or made must not rely on them as having been authorised by the Token Generator or
any of its affiliates or subsidiaries.
Statements in the White Paper are generally based on the law and practice in the Cayman Islands, with certain
specific statements based on the law and practice of the jurisdictions explicitly-mentioned, in each case
current at the date the White Paper was issued. Those statements are therefore subject to change should the
corresponding law or practice change. Under no circumstance does the delivery of the White Paper or the sale
of Tokens imply or represent that the affairs of the Token Generator have not changed since the date of the
White Paper.
1.2
Purchaser responsibility
Nothing contained in the White Paper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to
the future performance or policies of the Token Generator. The Token Generator does not make
representations or warranties of any kind with respect to the economic return from, or the tax consequences of
a purchase of Tokens. Prospective Purchasers should carefully review the whole of the the token sale Terms
and Conditions provided along with any token sale offer. They should also consult with their legal, tax and
financial advisors in relation to the following: (i) the legal and regulatory requirements within their own
countries for purchasing, holding and disposing of Tokens; (ii) any foreign exchange restrictions to which they
may be subject in their own countries in relation to purchasing, holding or disposing of Tokens; and (iii) the
legal, tax, financial and other consequences of subscribing for, purchasing, holding or disposing of Tokens.
This White Paper is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any
jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Token
Generator expressly disclaims and shall not be liable for any and all responsibility for any direct or any indirect,
special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not
limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with (i)
Purchaser's acceptance of or reliance on any information contained in the White Paper, (ii) any error, omission
or inaccuracy in any such information or (iii) any action resulting therefrom.
1.3

Distribution and selling restrictions

The distribution of the White Paper and the offering or purchase of Tokens may be restricted in certain
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jurisdictions. The White Paper is not intended as part of any offer, sale or distribution under the laws of
any jurisdiction governing the offer or sale of securities.
The receipt of the White Paper or the accompanying Terms and Conditions does not constitute an
invitation to a recipient to subscribe for Tokens in a jurisdiction where it is necessary to comply with
registration or any other legal requirement to make that invitation, or the use of the Terms and
Conditions, lawful. No such recipient may treat the White Paper or the accompanying Terms and
Conditions as an invitation to subscribe for Tokens, nor may such recipient use the Terms and
Conditions. More particularly, the White Paper does not constitute an offer or solicitation:
• by anyone in a jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not lawful or in which the
person making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so; or
• to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.
It is the responsibility of every person in possession of the White Paper and every person wishing to apply to
purchase Tokens to inform himself, herself or itself of, and to observe all applicable laws and regulations of,
any relevant jurisdiction.
1.4

Forward looking information

All statements, estimates and financial information contained in the White Paper, made in any press releases
or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by Token Generator that are not
statements of historical fact, constitute “forward-looking statements”. Some of these statements can be
identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”,
“if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, “project”, “should”, “would”, “will” or other similar terms. Such
forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may
cause actual events or results, performance or achievements to differ materially from the estimates or the
results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.
Further, the Token Generator disclaims any responsibility to update any of those forward-looking statements or
publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, events or
circumstances, even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future.
2

DISCLOSURE SCHEDULE

The acquisition of Tokens involves a high degree of risk. Before acquiring Tokens, it is recommended that
each Purchaser conduct its own careful examination of all relevant information and risks about the Token
Generator, Verasity Platform and Tokens and, specifically, the disclosures and risk factors set out below. If
any of the following risks actually occurs, the Verasity Platform, Token and Purchaser's Tokens may be
materially and adversely affected, including the Purchaser's Token being rendered worthless or unusable.
3

Disclosures regarding the White Paper

3.1

Accuracy of information, no consent of parties referenced in White Paper

This White Paper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained from
internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available
information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available
information and publications generally state that the information that they contain has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such
included information.
Save for the Token Generator and its respective directors, executive officers and employees, no person has
provided his or her consent to the inclusion of his or her name and/or other information attributed or perceived
to be attributed to such person in connection therewith in the White Paper and no representation, warranty or
undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information by such
person and such persons shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same. Neither the Token
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Generator nor Verasity Technology (Cayman) have conducted any independent review of the information
extracted from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained
the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, neither Token Generator nor its
directors, executive officers and employees acting on its behalf makes any representation or warranty as to the
accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same
3.2

Terms used

To facilitate a better understanding of Tokens being offered for purchase by the Token Generator, and the
businesses and operations of the Token Generator, certain technical terms and abbreviations, as well as, in
certain instances, their descriptions, have been used in the White Paper. These descriptions and assigned
meanings should not be treated as being definitive of their meanings and may not correspond to standard
industry meanings or usage.
Words importing the singular shall, where applicable, include the plural and vice versa and words importing the
masculine gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and neuter genders and vice versa. References
to persons shall include corporations.
3.3

Restrictions on distribution and dissemination of White Paper

The distribution or dissemination of the White Paper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the
laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to
inform yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your possession of the White
Paper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to the Token
Generator.
Persons to whom a copy of the White Paper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who
otherwise have the White Paper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or
otherwise distribute the White Paper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor
permit or cause the same to occur.
3.4

Language of White Paper

This White Paper may have been prepared in multiple languages. In the event of any inconsistencies between
one version and another, the English language version shall prevail.
4

Disclosures regarding Tokens

4.1

Nature of Tokens

(a)
Token is a utility token
Tokens are digital utility tokens that afford Token holders to access the Verasity Platform and/or execute
certain functions on the Verasity Blockchain. Tokens do not represent a loan to Token Generator nor do they
provide Purchaser with any ownership or other interest in or to Token Generator. For greater certainty, the
purchase of Tokens does not provide Purchaser with any form of ownership right or other interest in or to
Token Generator or Verasity or its present or future assets and revenues, including, but not limited to, any
voting, distribution, redemption, liquidation, revenue sharing, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual
property), or other financial or legal rights.
4.2

Tokens are non-refundable

Other than instances described in the Terms and Conditions, if any, Token Generator is not obliged to provide
Token holders with a refund for any reason, and Token holders will not receive money or other compensation
in lieu of a refund. Statements set out in the White Paper are merely expressions of the Token Generator's
objectives and desired work plan to achieve those objectives. and no promises of future performance or price
are or will be made in respect to Tokens, including no promise of inherent value, and no guarantee that
Tokens will hold any particular value.
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4.3

Tokens are provided on an “as is” basis

Tokens are provided on “as is” basis. The Token Generator and Verasity and each of their respective directors,
officers, employees, shareholders, affiliates and licensors make no representations or warranties of any kind,
whether express, implied, statutory or otherwise regarding Tokens, including any warranty of title,
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or any warranty that Tokens and Verasity Platform will be
uninterrupted, error-free or free of harmful components, secure or not otherwise lost or damaged. Except to the
extent prohibited by applicable law, the Token Generator and Verasity and each of their respective directors,
officers, employees, shareholders, affiliates and licensors disclaim all warranties, including any implied
warranties of merchantability, satisfactory quality, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement, or quiet
enjoyment, and any warranties arising out of any course of dealings, usage or trade.
4.4

Not an offering of securities, commodities or swaps

The sale of Tokens and Tokens themselves are not securities, commodities, swaps on either securities or
commodities, or a financial instrument of any kind. Purchases and sales of Tokens are not subject to the
protections of any laws governing those types of financial instruments. This White Paper and all other
documents referred to in the White Paper including the Terms and Conditions do not constitute a prospectus
or offering document, and are not an offer to sell, nor the solicitation of an offer to buy an investment, a
security, commodity, or a swap on either a security or commodity.
4.5

Non-Investment purposes

Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that Purchaser is not purchasing Tokens for purposes of investment,
speculation, as some type of arbitrage strategy, for immediate resale or other financial purposes. Tokens are
not designed for investment purposes and should not be considered as a type of investment.
4.6

Tokens may have no value

4.7

Force majeure

The Token Generation and the performance of the Token Generator’s activities set out in White Paper
development roadmap may be interrupted, suspended or delayed due to force majeure events. For the
purposes of the White Paper, a force majeure event shall mean any extraordinary event or circumstances
which could not be prevented by Token Generator and shall include: hardware, software or other utility failures,
changes in market forces or technology, software or smart contract bugs, changes in blockchain-related
protocols, acts of nature, wars, armed conflicts, mass civil disorders, industrial actions, epidemics, lockouts,
slowdowns, prolonged shortage or other failures of energy supplies or communication service, acts of
municipal, state or federal governmental agencies or other circumstances beyond Token Generator's control,
which were not in existence at the time of Token Generation. Purchaser understands and agrees that Token
Generator shall not be liable and disclaims all liability to Purchaser in connection with a force majeure event.
4.8

Insurance

Unlike bank accounts or accounts at financial institutions, Tokens are uninsured unless you specifically obtain
private insurance to insure them. Thus, in the event of loss or loss of utility value, there is no public insurer or
private insurance arranged by Token Generator to offer recourse to Purchaser.
5

Governmental disclosures

5.1

Risk of unfavorable regulatory action in one or more jurisdictions

The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens, digital assets, and blockchain technology is undeveloped, varies
significantly among jurisdictions and is subject to significant uncertainty. It is possible that certain
jurisdictions may adopt laws, regulations, policies or rules directly or indirectly affecting the Bitcoin and
Ethereum network, or restricting the right to acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use Tokens.
Developments in laws, regulations, policies or rules may alter the nature of the operation of the blockchain
network upon which Tokens are dependent. There can be no assurance that governmental authorities will not
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examine the operations of the Token Generator and Verasity and/or pursue enforcement actions against the
Token Generator and Verasity. All of this may subject the Token Generator and Verasity to judgments,
settlements, fines or penalties, or cause the Token Generator and Verasity to restructure their operations and
activities or to cease offering certain products or services, all of which could harm the Token Generator and
Verasity’s reputation or lead to higher operational costs, which may, in turn, have a material adverse effect on
Tokens and/or the development of the Verasity Platform.
5.2

Purchaser bears responsibility of legal categorisation

There is a risk that Tokens might be considered a security in certain jurisdictions, or that they might be
considered to be a security in the future. The Token Generator does not provide any warranty or guarantee as
to whether Tokens will be a security in the jurisdiction of the Purchaser. Each Purchaser will bear all
consequences of Tokens being considered a security in their respective jurisdiction. Every Purchaser is
responsible to confirm if the acquisition and/or disposal of Tokens is legal in its relevant jurisdiction, and each
Purchaser undertakes not to use Tokens in any jurisdiction where doing so would be unlawful. If a Purchaser
establishes that the purchase or use of Tokens is not legal in its jurisdiction, it should not acquire Tokens and
immediately stop using or possessing Tokens. Acquiring Tokens in exchange for cryptocurrencies will most
likely continue to be scrutinized by various regulatory bodies around the world, which may impact the usage of
Tokens. The legal ability of the Token Generator to provide or support Tokens in some jurisdictions may be
eliminated by future regulation or legal actions. In the event the Token Generator determines that the purchase
or usage of Tokens is illegal in a certain jurisdiction, the Token Generator may cease operations in that
jurisdiction, or adjust Tokens or the Verasity Platform in a way to comply with applicable law.
5.3

Purchaser bears responsibility for complying with transfer restrictions

Tokens may be placed on third-party exchanges, giving future purchasers and users an opportunity to openly
buy Tokens. A user seeking to enter the Verasity Platform following the Token Generation will have to buy
Tokens on such exchanges. Conversely, Tokens may be sold on such exchanges if the holder of Tokens would
like to exit the Verasity Platform ecosystem. Existing laws on the circulation of securities in certain countries,
such as the United States of America, Canada and Singapore, may prohibit the sale of Tokens to the residents
of those countries. When buying Tokens, Purchaser should be aware of the restrictions on their subsequent
sale.
6
General security risks
6.1

Risk of theft and hacking

Token generation events and initial coin offerings are often targeted by hackers and bad actors. Hackers may
attempt to interfere with the Purchaser's private key storage device or digital wallet Digital Wallet, the Verasity
Blockchain or the availability of Tokens in any number of ways, including without limitation denial of service
attacks, Sybil attacks, spoofing, smurfing, malware attacks, or consensus-based attacks. Any such attack may
result in theft of Purchaser's Tokens.
6.2

Private keys

Tokens purchased by Purchaser may be held by Purchaser in Purchaser’s digital wallet or vault, which requires
a private key, or a combination of private keys, for access. Accordingly, loss of requisite private key(s)
associated with Purchaser’s digital wallet or vault storing Tokens will result in loss of such Tokens. Moreover,
any third party that gains access to such private key(s), including by gaining access to login credentials of a
hosted wallet or vault service Purchaser uses, may be able to misappropriate Purchaser’s Tokens. Token
Generator is not responsible for any such losses.
6.3

Exchange risks

If Purchaser sends cryptocurrencies to the Token Generator from an exchange or an account that Purchaser
does not control, Tokens will be allocated to the account that has sent such cryptocurrency; therefore,
Purchaser may never receive or be able to recover Purchaser’s Tokens. Furthermore, if Purchaser chooses to
maintain or hold Tokens through a cryptocurrency exchange or other third party, Purchaser’s Tokens may be
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stolen or lost.
6.4

Risk of incompatible wallet services

The wallet or wallet service provider used for the storage of Tokens has to be technically compatible with
Tokens. The failure to assure this may result in the Purchaser not being able to gain access to its Tokens.
6.5

Risk of weaknesses or exploitable breakthroughs in the field of cryptography

Advances in cryptography, or other technical advances such as the development of quantum computers, could
present risks to cryptocurrencies, Ethereum and Tokens, which could result in the theft or loss of Tokens.
6.6

Internet transmission risks

There are risks associated with using Tokens including, but not limited to, the failure of hardware, software,
and internet connections. The Token Generator shall not be responsible for any communication failures,
disruptions, errors, distortions or delays you may experience when using the Verasity Platform and Tokens,
howsoever caused. Transactions in cryptocurrencies may be irreversible, and, accordingly, losses due to
fraudulent or accidental transactions may not be recoverable. cryptocurrency transactions are deemed to be
made when recorded on a public ledger, which is not necessarily the date or time when the transaction is
initiated.
7

Verasity Platform disclosures

7.1
No guarantee that Verasity Blockchain will be developed
Purchaser acknowledges, understands and agrees that Purchaser should not expect and there is no guarantee
or representation or warranty by Token Generator that: (a) the Verasity Platform will ever be adopted; (b) the
Verasity Platform will be adopted as developed by Token Generator and not in a different
or modified form; (c) a blockchain utilizing or adopting the Token Generator will ever be launched; and (d) a
blockchain will ever be launched with or without changes to the Verasity Platform and with or without a
distribution matching the fixed balances of the initial tokens distributed under the Token Sale.
7.2
Risks associated with the Verasity and Ethereum blockchains and associated software and/or
infrastructure.
(a)
Malfunctions - The initial iteration of the Tokens are based on the Ethereum blockchain. As such, any
malfunction, unintended function or unexpected functioning of the Ethereum protocol may cause Tokens
and/or the Verasity Platform to malfunction or function in an unexpected or unintended manner.
(b)
Bugs and weaknesses - The Ethereum blockchain rests on open source software, and accordingly
there is the risk that the token smart contract pertaining to the initial iteration of Tokens may contain
intentional or unintentional bugs or weaknesses which may negatively affect Tokens or result in the loss or
theft of Tokens or the loss of ability to access or control Tokens. In the event of such a software bug or
weakness, there may be no remedy and Token holders are not guaranteed any remedy, refund or
compensation.
(c)
Delays and congestions - On the Ethereum blockchain (which is used for the Token Sale) timing of
block production is determined by proof of work so block production can occur at random times. For example,
Ether contributed to the Verasity Blockchain in the final seconds of a distribution period may not get included
for that period.
Purchaser acknowledges and understands that the Ethereum blockchain may not include the Purchaser’s
transaction at the time Purchaser expects and Purchaser may not receive Tokens the same day Purchaser
sends Ether. The Ethereum blockchain is prone to periodic congestion during which transactions can be
delayed or lost. Individuals may also intentionally spam the Ethereum network in an attempt to gain an
advantage in purchasing cryptographic tokens. Purchaser acknowledges and understands that Ethereum block
producers may not include Purchaser’s transaction when Purchaser wants or Purchaser’s transaction may not
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be included at all.
7.3
Irreversible nature of blockchain transactions
Transactions involving Tokens that have been verified, and thus recorded as a block on the blockchain,
generally cannot be undone. Even if the transaction turns out to have been in error, or due to theft of a user's
Token, the transaction is not reversible. Further, at this time, there is no governmental, regulatory, investigative,
or prosecutorial authority or mechanism through which to bring an action or complaint regarding missing or
stolen cryptocurrencies. Consequently, the Token Generator may be unable to replace missing Tokens or seek
reimbursement for any erroneous transfer or theft of Tokens.
7.4
Amendments to protocol
The development team and administrators of the source code for Ethereum blockchain or the Verasity
Blockchain could propose amendments to such network's protocols and software that, if accepted and
authorized, or not accepted, by the network community, could adversely affect the supply, security, value, or
market share of Tokens.
7.5
Risk of mining attacks
As with other decentralized cryptocurrencies, the Ethereum blockchain, which is used for the initial tokens sold
under the Token Sale, is susceptible to mining attacks, including but not limited to double-spend attacks,
majority mining power attacks, “selfish-mining” attacks and race condition attacks. Any successful attack
presents a risk to Tokens, including the expected proper execution and sequencing of Tokens and Ethereum
contract computations in general. Despite the efforts of the Token Generator and Ethereum Foundation, the
risk of known or novel mining attacks exists. Mining attacks, as described above, may also target other
blockchain networks, with which Tokens interact with and consequently Tokens may be impacted also in that
way to the extent described above.
8
Token Generator disclosures
Because Tokens confer no governance rights of any kind with respect to the Token Generator, all decisions
involving the Token Generator’s products or services within the platform or Token Generator itself will be made
by Token Generator at its sole discretion. These decisions could adversely affect the platform and the utility of
any Token you own.
8.1
Dependence on management team
The ability of the Verasity Platform project team, which is responsible for maintaining competitive position of
the Verasity Platform, is dependent to a large degree on the services of a senior management team. The loss
or diminution in the services of members of such senior management team or an inability to attract, retain and
maintain additional senior management personnel could have a material adverse effect on the Verasity
Platform. Competition for personnel with relevant expertise is intense due to the small number of qualified
individuals, and this competition may seriously affect the Token Generator's ability to retain its existing senior
management and attract additional qualified senior management personnel, which could have a significant
adverse impact on the Verasity Platform.
8.2
Risks related to reliance on third parties
Even if completed, the Verasity Platform will rely, in whole or partly, on third-parties to adopt and implement it
and to continue to develop, supply, and otherwise support it. There is no assurance or guarantee that those
third-parties will complete their work, properly carry out their obligations, or otherwise meet anyone’s needs,
any of which might have a material adverse effect on the Verasity Platform.
8.3
Insufficient interest in the Verasity Platform and Tokens
It is possible that the Verasity Platform or Tokens will not be used by a large number of individuals, businesses
and organizations and that there will be limited public interest in the creation and development of its
functionalities. Such a lack of interest could impact the development of the Verasity Platform.
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8.4
Verasity Platform development risks
The development of the Verasity Platform and/or Verasity Blockchain may be abandoned for a number of
reasons, including lack of interest from the public, insufficient funding, insufficient commercial success or
prospects or departure of key personnel.
8.5
Changes to Verasity Platform
The Verasity Platform is still under development and may undergo significant changes over time. Although the
Token Generator and Verasity intend for the Verasity Platform to have the features and specifications set forth
in the White Paper, changes to such features and specifications may be made for any number of reasons, any
of which may mean that the Verasity Platform does not meet expectations of the Purchaser.
8.6
Other projects
The Platform may give rise to other, alternative projects, promoted by parties that are affiliated or unaffiliated
with the Token Generator and Verasity, and such projects may provide no benefit to the Verasity Platform.
8.7
Disclosures relating to conflicts of interest
Any of the Token Generator and Verasity may be engaged in transactions with related parties and conflicts of
interest may arise, potentially resulting in the conclusion of transactions on terms not determined by market
forces.
9
Other disclosures
Purchases of Tokens should be undertaken only by individuals, entities, or companies that have significant
experience with, and understanding of, the usage and intricacies of cryptographic tokens, including Ether, and
blockchain based software systems. Purchaser should have a functional understanding of storage and
transmission mechanisms associated with other cryptographic tokens. While the Token Generator will be
available to assist purchasers of Tokens during the sale, the Token Generator will not be responsible in any
way for loss of BTC, ETH or Tokens resulting from actions taken by, or omitted by purchasers. If you do not
have such experience or expertise, then you should not purchase Tokens or participate in the sale of Tokens.
Cryptographic tokens such as Tokens are a new and untested technology. In addition to the risks included
above, there are other risks associated with your purchase, possession and use of Tokens, including
unanticipated risks. Such risks may further materialize as unanticipated variations or combinations of the risks
discussed above.
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Appendix
Decentralization and the rise of Cryptocurrency
Blockchains verify transactions using distributed trusted non-alterable protocols based on cryptographic
mathematics, rather than a centralized trusted authority such as PayPal or a bank. It offers the proof that the
database (Blockchain) is secured across an unlimited number of computers without a single authority
controlling or verifying the authenticity of the data. This allows one internet user to transfer a unique piece of
digital property to another internet user in a safe, secure and transparent way, without the need for either party
to know or trust the other. This network of distributed trust is a significant advance that will replace much of
what we think is the internet now: payments systems, online banking, content management and most aspects
of what constitutes a transaction today.
This technology offers vast opportunities and promises to revolutionize many industries. With a blockchain, an
unlimited number of users can write permanent entries into a ledger, stored on multiple servers, yet no one
person or entity controls that information or can rewrite it. This enables the decentralization of resource
management and price allocation with the potential to remove middlemen, increasing the value to the
counter-parties.
In 2008 during the financial crisis, Bitcoin was born as the first real use case for blockchain technology in the
form of a peer-to-peer digital currency. Since then thousands of new cryptocurrencies have emerged. These
technology innovations have also facilitated the creation of Smart Contracts which facilitate the performance
and verification of contractual obligations without third party verification. Together these technologies create a
scalable, low cost economic ecosystem that allow a wide array of transactions like micropayment gratuities,
goods and service purchases, and even advanced concepts like crowdsource funding initiatives, instead of
traditional mechanisms like venture capitalists or private equity and banks.
The total value of the cryptocurrency market stands at $500 billion and there were 21.5 million Blockchain
Wallets in Q4 201715. We are seeing mass adoption by users and the perceived value of digital tokens evolving
quickly. Projects such as Steemit have been leading the way in creating a new type of value exchange between
Creators and Readers, in exchange for digital tokens which can be exchanged for fiat currency. The emergence
of this technology has paved the way to disrupt existing digital platforms and significantly shift market
mechanisms to favor the community rather than large organizations.

Why Verasity uses Servers, not Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Networks
99% of users of all decentralized economies rely on external centralized tools such as email and web
browsers. Verasity utilizes an online video platform as a tool however, the Verasity economy can scale to
utilize other platforms in the future.
Verasity has chosen an OVP structure utilizing new technology to be able to distribute any library anywhere at
any time in high quality.
Verasity will not require a P2P content delivery network. In order to provide fair access to content, so all
Creators and Viewers can exchange value in the platform, content must be distributed equally.
At this time Verasity believes there are fundamental issues with a system reliant on P2P including:
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Peer-to-Peer OVP Problems

Centralized Server Solution

Niche or unpopular content may not be viewable.
Centralized servers treat all content
To access content on a P2P network requires that the content be
equally, allowing all content the
seeded on the network. Unless the content is popular (prior to being
opportunity to succeed.
on the network), it is unlikely to get many seeds. Without seeds, users
will encounter playback issues when trying to access videos.
In order to seed content, users are often required to download a
standalone app.
For content to be seeded, it needs to be stored on the device being
used as a peer. Due to browser limitations, it is not normally feasible
to seed from a browser alone. The requirement for a standalone
application to seed content will reduce the number of potential
seeders and the stability of the network.

As a central server hosts all content,
users are not required to download a
standalone application.

It is extremely challenging to moderate content.
A central server for content allows the
Should illegal content be distributed on the platform, it is important
platform to remove content that would
that it is able to be removed. Failure to remove illegal content can
put the whole economy and ecosystem
result in legal action being taken against the platform and may result at risk of takedown or legal action.
in the platform being blocked or taken down as a whole.
View / monetization permissions on content are difficult to enforce.
Central servers allow Creators and
Publishers to maintain more control over
For effective monetization and control of content, creators and
publishers need to be able to maintain the ability to change
their content. This allows sustainable
permissions on their content and in some cases, remove it. With a P2P distribution and monetization of content
network, it would be difficult to enforce features such as
pay-per-view or subscription based monetization models for
creators.
It is likely that there would be high levels of latency.
While in theory it is possible that a user is closer to a peer than a
server, in most real-world situations this would not be the case.
Additionally, the network quality and stability of the seed would need
to be sufficient to avoid latency and other playback issues.

Central servers are more stable and
optimally located to allow distribution on
a global basis.

There would often be significant amounts of redundant
storage/bandwidth usage.

With central servers, there is less
duplication of storage and bandwidth
usage. Additionally, servers are
optimized

A single file may and would need to be stored / hosted by multiple
peers. This means you store the same file multiple times. The
hardware storage, electricity / battery consumption and bandwidth
use is a huge drain on resources and not sustainable environmentally.
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Users may not be able to access content easily due to ISP specifics
(like NAT) leading to the impossibility of full-scale P2P usage.
Many ISPs make customizations to their infrastructure and networks
that can lead to either intentional or inadvertent blocking of P2P
connections. This could make the platform unusable for many
users.

Central servers are able to provide easy
access to content for all users globally.
This is a proven architecture that
provides excellent viewer experience.

Most networks provide lower upload speed, leading to asymmetrical
Central servers provide the necessary
sharing of content. This is especially apparent on mobile connections. bandwidth to distribute content to
Most users would be able to view content (download) faster than they users.
are able to upload. As a result, there would need to be more peers
seeding, than users trying to view or there would be severe
degradation of playback experience.
Users acting as peers would incur extra cost, especially on mobile
networks due to bandwidth usage.

Central servers manage the cost of
distributing content.

Seeding content would require users to upload significant amounts of
data to supply the network. Many internet connections have
limitations on bandwidth usage with additional charges should they be
exceeded. This is especially apparent on mobile connections.
These extra costs will limit the number of users willing to seed content.
Mobile devices have limited storage space and as a result P2P
networks are unlikely to work well on mobile devices which are
becoming the dominant device used to access content.

With centralized servers, all content is
stored without the need for users to
store as much data on their devices.

In order to seed content, peers will need to host the content on
their devices. This requires the device to have enough storage
available which is limited, especially on mobile devices.
Seeding content could lead to faster battery drain and slower device
speeds, especially on mobile.
As seeding content would require a user to maintain a constant data
transfer, devices would see battery use increase significantly.
Especially on mobile devices, this could lead to users being reluctant
to peer and therefore reducing the ability for the network to function.
Mobile networks can’t guarantee any network stability, meaning
that any mobile seeder can’t be considered as stable and would
lead to reloading the same chunk of a file from other seeder if the
connection to the first one was lost.
As with above points, mobiles are quickly becoming the main device
used globally to access content. As mobile networks are less stable,
content may not be effectively distributed and will result in viewers
experiencing buffering, latency or even the inability to load content.

Central servers provide all hosting,
meaning users only need to download
content when they want to access it.

As central servers are maintained
specifically to distribute content with
multiple redundancies, network stability
is maintained and as a result, viewer,
experience isn’t disrupted.
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Transcoding would require additional development and resources
from users. The more formats needing to be transcoded would
further increase this resources requirement.
To allow playback on multiple devices and formats, video must be
transcoded. In P2P networks transcoding is not readily available and
viewers can only access formats which are seeded.

With central servers, transcoding is
handled by specialist hardware that
allows quick and efficient processing of
content. This allows users to access the
content on a variety of devices and
formats to suit users, such as low
bandwidth environments. Additionally,
should new transcode formats be
required, it is faster to update systems to
accommodate.

Practical Implementation of DPoS
While all users who own tokens are able to vote towards representatives, not all users who are voted for will be
elected. As there is a finite number of representatives needed, only some users who receive votes are elected.
The users with the highest number of votes are elected (e.g. the top 10 users with the most votes). The
number of elected representatives required is decided by the users who vote.
If a user does not allocate their votes to others, those votes are considered to be applied to the user. Votes
stay allocated until they are manually changed by the user and at the creation of the next block.
While users are not required to vote, it provides all token holders the ability to influence which users witness
the creation of new blocks. This reduces the likelihood of any single user gaining control over who witnesses
the creation of new blocks.

Total Addressable Market of Online Video
Online video is intertwined with the online ecosystem and continues to grow. A Cisco report expects 82% of all
consumer internet traffic to be video by 2021. The CEO of Cisco predicts that the I nternet of Things w
 ill create
$19 Trillion in the 2014-2024 p
 eriod and that the impact of the Internet of Things will be around 5 times greater
than the traditional Internet. This suggests that the traditional internet will create $3.8T in the period or around
$380B per year. As stated above, 82% of the consumer internet traffic will be video by 2021 and therefore the
annual value of online video’s addressable market will be approximately $312B.

Technology Licenses
This White Paper and the technology presented within is offered under the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License (defined at
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/legalcode as the license stands as of February 16,
2018). By exercising the Licensed Rights, you accept and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of
this Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License (“Public
License”). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a contract, you are granted the Licensed
Rights in consideration of your acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor (Verasity) grants
you such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from making the Licensed Material
available under these terms and conditions.
A copy of the full license can be found at: h
 ttps://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/legalcode or
requested from the Licensor, which may provide an electronic copy upon written request. A summary of the
rights and restrictions can be found at: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Definitions
Creator: An individual, Corporate Video Publisher or Broadcaster who creates or owns video content to
share on their own online video channel to generate both views and revenue from their audience. In this
document Creator and Publisher are used interchangeably
CDN: Content Distribution Network, or a distributed network of servers that consumers connect to in order to
receive video. The servers are normally positioned close to the end user and are normally deployed at scale to
provide higher quality video experiences
Digital Wallets: D
 esktop Application wallet and Web wallet with an API into Player, both used to hold VERA
Economy: Verasity ecosystem in which Vera, the Verasity token, is utilized for transactions
GenesisPlayer: R
 ewarded V
 ideo Player, Uploader, CDN and components that make up the online video player.
This technology is already operating and available for implementation
Management: Core team listed in this White paper
OVP: Online Video Platform including uploader, player and CDN network
Publisher: A company that distributes video content across multiple channels and mediums to maximise both
views and revenue from their audience. Typically works with multiple creators who contribute to their content
library
Platform: The combined suite of technology and products that power the Verasity Video Sharing Ecosystem and
Economy
Proof of View (PoV™): Proof of View implementation on the Blockchain and patent pending as further
described in the “Proof of View” section below
Verasity Foundation: V
 erasity Foundation Company Limited, a Cayman Islands foundation company
registered under the Cayman Islands Foundation Companies Law, 2017, which has been incorporated to
support the Verasity Economy and Platform as per this white paper
VeraPlayer: Video Player, Uploader, CDN and components that make up the online video platform, a
technology licensed by Verasity and to be made available to the Verasity community and economy. This
technology is already operating and available for implementation
VERA: A cryptographically secured digital utility token which will be created and used within the Verasity Video
Sharing Ecosystem and Economy and verified on the Verasity Blockchain
Verasity Blockchain: The Blockchain network that uses Delegated Proof of Stake consensus. It will generate VRA
and confirm transactions for the Verasity Video Sharing Ecosystem and Economy as further described in the
“Blockchain” section below
VeraPay: Ecosystem infrastructure to buy and sell VERA, as well as facilitate commercial transactions in the
system between Consumers, Advertisers and Content Creators/Publishers
Verasity: Verasity Technology (Cayman) Ltd, a company incorporated under the laws of Cayman Islands
Verafier: A
 n elected representative within the Verasity Delegated Proof of Stake system who witnesses and creates
new blocks on the Blockchain
Verasity Site: The Viewer and creator destination to use Verasity’s platform
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